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TIGER And TAPS Select New Senior Staffs
Ronnie Ellis
Ray Griffin
Chosen Editor Heads TAPS As
Of 58 Tiger New Editor
New Staff Begins
Work Next Edition
The TIGER recently elected its new staff for the coming year, 1958-59. Heading
TIGER and its policies for
next year is Ronnie Ellis, a
rising senior from Aiken
majoring in industrial management. This year Ronnie
served on the layout staff.
George H. Herron, who served as Business Manager second semester of '57-'58, will
continue in this capacity.

J

Pictured above are the senior staff memoers or
the TIGER for the coming: year 1958-1959.
They are, top row reading: from left to right:
Ronnie Ellis, Editor; George Heron, Business
Manager; Jerry Ausband, Managing Editor; Ed
Gettys, Associate Editor. Middle row: Tim

Trively, Columnist; Ronnie Hillhouse, Copy
Editor; Lee Clyburn, News Editor; Richard
Shick, Sports Editor. Bottom row: John Beall,
Circulation; Sonny Lucas, Cartoonist; Bill Hill,
Office Manager; Bill McElrath, Advertising
Manager.

Board of Visitors Pays
Annual Visit To Campus
The 1958 Clemson College Board of Visitors, announced this week by Clemson
President R. F. Poole, will visit the college officially, this week, Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday. Headed by hold-over member James A. Rogers, editor, Florence Morning News, the 13-man board includes: Sen. William A. Lawtbn, Estill, wholesale oil
distributor, Oswald Lightsey, Hampton, lumber dealer; and J. Poyas Marvin, White
Hall Plantation, from district one.
Redman
Lemon,
Barnwell
Peanut Co., from district two; W.
T. McClure, Sr.. Westminster,
Mac's Chevrolet Co., Inc.,
and
L. L. Holmes, Johnston peach grower, district three; Sen. Charles C.
Moore, Spartanburg, attorney, district four.
Frank Barnes, Sr., Rock Hill
Telephone Co., and W. J. Neely,
Rock Hill, Holmes-Darst Coal Co.,
from district five.
E. S. Reid, Hartsville, Sonoco
Products Co., Josiah J. Evans,
Bennettsvilie attorney, and E.
Craig Wall, Conway lumber dealer,
from district six.
The group arrived late Wednesday morning and attended a
luncheon meeting at 12:15 p.m. in
the Clemson House. Afternoon
visits were scheduled in the
School of Arts and Sciences, Library, Water Plant, Stadium,
Field House and YMCA.
Following a morning breakfast
in The Clemson House, the Thursday itinerary included the School
of Agriculture, experiment
station and extension service; School
of Textiles and Student Health Service. The School of Engineering
will be toured Friday morning.
The guests ate lunch with student leaders as hosts, in the student dining room Thursday noon,
and met with ROTC service commanders at 5 p.m. Thursday.
Pictured above is Mrs. J. C. Dowling of Gaffney, S. C, who was
The tw.rd will meet at 11 a.m. Chosen by Tiger Brotherhood as Mother Of The Year.
In The Clemson House Friday to
write the annual report and select "GAFFNEY MOTHER"
a hold-over member for 1959.

Block And Bridle Club
Elects New Officers
At the meeting on April 22,
the Block and Bridle Club elected officers for the year of 195859, and discussed tentative plans
for the future. The newly elected
officers are: president, Todd
Arant; vice-president, R. T. LeMaster; secretary, T. S. Baker;
treasurer, Rufus Sherrard; Marshall, Rudolph Bell, program
chairman, R. C. Neal; reporter,
J. R. Dixon; senior placement
officer, Hugh Abels; and Faculty Advisor, Professor Dale Handlin of the Animal Husbandry
Department. The next scheduled
meeting of the Block and Bridle
Club will be the formal initiation
cf new members and new officers on the sixth of May.

Mrs. Dowling Named
"Mother Of Year"
Mrs. J. C. Dowling, Jr., of Gaffney, S. C, has been
selected as the Clemson 1958 "Mother of the Year." Mrs.
Dowling was born in Woodruff, S. C. She graduated from
the Woodruff High School, and graduated from Limestone
College, Magna Cum Laude. She also received the General Excellence Medal which is the highest honor the
college bestows upon a graduate.
Mrs. Dowling has two sons; Robert Whisonant, a
junior at Gaffney High and Joe Whisonant, a senior at
Clemson. She was left a widow when Joe was seven years
of age. In 1950 Mrs. Whisonant married J. C. Dowling,
Jr., of Brunson, S. C. Mr. and Mrs. Dowling operate
(Continued on page 4)

Bill Fort Is Named
Business Manager
This week the senior staff
of the 1958 TAPS, the annual
publication of the college,
was announced. Heading the
staff as Editor will be Ray
Griffin, a rising senior in
architecture

from

Dillon.

Serving as Business Manager

for the coming year will be
Billy Fort, a rising junior in
I.E. from Sumter.
Churchill Curtis, a rising senior
He is a rising senior from in industrial management from
Jenkinsville majoring in chemi- Charleston will be Associate Edical engineering. The new man- tor. The Advertising Manager will
aging editor is Jerry Ausband be Eddie Gallup, rising junior in
who this year served as sports industrial management from Sumeditor. Jerry, a rising senior ter. Rising seniors in architecture,
from Conway, is majoring in Robert Kennedy from Columbia
arts and sciences. W. Edward and Bill Wysong from Florence
Gettys, this year's layout editor will be Designers.
is the new associate editor. Ed, Also on the senior staff will be
who is majoring in arts and sci- Robin Berry from Union, a rising
ences, is from Union. The new senior in mechanical engineering;
junior columnist is Tim Trively, Carl DeVane from Florence, a riswho is majoring in arts and ing senior in industrial managesciences. Tim, who is from ment; Corky Lee from Columbia,
Clemson, was this year's news a rising junior in Forestry; Tom
editor.
Anderson from Greenwood, a risThe new sports editor is Rich- ing senior in civil engineering; Erard Shick. Richard, who is from win Abell from Lowrys, a rising
Sarver, Pa., and majoring in arts junior in chemical engineering;
and sciences, served in the sports Julian Dixon from Columbia, a
staff this year. Replacing Tim rising junior in animal husbandry;
Trively as news editor is Lee and Walt Lubkin from Beaufort,
Clyburn who served on the feang senior in industrial
ture staff this year. Lee, a rising management.
junior from Camden, is major- The junior staff of the TAPS
ing in mechanical engineering. was selected this week. They are
Ronnie Hillhouse will remain as Bob Aiken, Columbia; John Boney,
copy editor for the coming year. Sumter; Jim Bragg, Columbia;
Ronnie is from Anderson and Alwyn Brown, Columbia; Clyde
is majoring in ceramic engineer- Bryce, Florence; Bruce Capps,
ing. Frank "Sonny" Lucas will North Charleston; Petey Cothran,
be the new art editor. Sonny, Greenwood; Jimmy Creel, Conway;
a fourth year architect from Ronnie Crow, McColl; Dickie FelCharleston is replacing Russ der, Summerton; Jerry Fuller,
Campbell.
Columbia; Robbie Lindsay, GasBill McElrath will remain as tonia; Bill McCown, Darlington;
the advertising manager and Danny Martin, North Charleston;
John Beall will remain as cir- David Rodgers, Georgetown; Jim
culation manager. Bill, a rising Scott, Gaffney; Warren Scoville,
majoring in electrical engineer- Orangeburg; Johnny Sims, Greensenior from Canton, N. C, is ville; Ned Toledano, Greenville;
ing; John, from Chicago, 111., is and Paul Wright, Greenville.
a rising senior majoring in me- The 1958 Taps will be presented
chanical engineering. The new at the Friday night dance this
office manager, who is replacing weekend. The keynote of this
Graham Pritchard, is William R. year's book is division pages in full
Hill. Bill is an industrial man- color. This year's cover continues
agement major from Greenville. to be radical and different. Also
The publication board is com- at the Friday dance the TAPS
posed of Walter T. Cox, John Beauties will be presented and the
identity of MISS TAPS and MRS.
D. Lane and Joe Sherman.
The TIGER is completing its TAPS will be revealed.
51st year of publication. The new The yearbook will be distributed
staff will take over next week to the student body beginning Monand -will produce the last edition day with the Seniors.
cf the '57-'58 TTGER.

R .D. Shipman
Joins Forestry
Dept. Staff
Dr. R. D. Shipman, for five years
with the Southeastern Forest Experiment Station at Asheville, N.
C, has joined the growing faculty
of the Clemson forestry department.
Dr. Shipman is serving as an
associate professor in the department, which • introduced a fouryear curriculum last September.
Formerly, the college offered a
two-year program in pre-forestry.
The new member has BSF and
MF degrees in forestry from the
University of Michigan, and the
Ph. D. in forestry from Michigan
State. He was formerly with the
U. S. Forest Service in the Lake
States Region, prior to his duties
with the Southeastern station.
Dr. Shipman, who is married
and has two children, is the author of 23 articles in forestry research periodicals. His latest contribution in. South Carolina is
"Planting Pine in the Carolina
Sandhills."
He was instrumental in the
development of "furrowing" techniques for the prescription type
of tree planting now practiced on
the AEC Savannah River project,
and elsewhere in the South.
He is a member of Xi Sigma
Pi, national forestry honorary,
and the Society of American
Foresters.

Smoak Awarded
Ceramics Prize
A senior won third prize in the
annual nationwide student contest, sponsored by Ferro Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio. John
F.
Smoak, Jr. won the prize for his
paper, "The Influence of Electrolytes and Bentonite on the Properties of an Enamel." This contest
was. open to all graduates or undergraduate students in the United States who are registered in
Ceramics or Ceramic Engineering.

SAM ELECTS
J. L. CARTEE
PRESIDENT
James L. Cartee, rising senior
in. industrial management, has
been elected president of the
Clemson College chapter of t h e
Society of Advancement of Management.
Other new officers are:
Joseph A. Phillips, textile engineering student from Williamston, formerly programs chairman; vice- president; Junius R.
Smith, industrial management
student from Greenville, formerly publicity chairman, secretary;
Rufus C. Sherard, agricultural economics
student from Calhoun
Falls, treasurer.
Faculty advisor is Associate
Professor J. A. Campbell, School
of Textiles C. V. Wray, also an
associate professor of textiles, is
alternate faculty advisor and is
an active member of the parent
SAM chapter in Greenville.

Pictured above are the new TAPS Senior Staff:
(left to right) Ray Griffin, Editor; Billy Fort,
Business Manager; Churchill Curtis, Associate
Editor; Carl DeVane, Features Editor; Robert
Kennedy, Designer; Eddie Gallup, Advertising

Manager; Robin Berry, Classes Editor; Corky
Lee, Organizations Editor; Tom Anderson, Sports
Editor; Erwin Abell, Socials; Julian Dixon, Publications; Walt Lubkin, Office Manager. Not
photographed: Bill Wysong, Designer.

Blood Typing Program
To Be Held Next Week
Two laboratory technicians and a secretary will be here on May 13, 14, and 15
for the purpose of placing all the students at Clemson into the various blood type
categories. These people, from Anderson Memorial Hospital will be in the Visitor's
Lounge on the Loggia from 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. each of the days mentioned.
Dr, McMeans, head pathologist
at Anderson Memorial Hospital
and Dean Cox, have arranged these
dates for blood-typing as a first
step in setting up a Clemson Family Blood Bank Program in Anderson.
Ronnie S. Ellis will be' the recipient of the Trustees' The Blood Bank will work on a
debit-credit arrangement. If
a
Medal. Mr. Ellis' topic was "The Current Recession."
Clemson student, member of the
The gold medal was presented to Ronnie yesterday at the faculty, or member of their family,
needs a certain type blood, the
annual Awards Day presentations.
Bank will be available to supply
Each year a gold medal is given
by the Board of Trustees to the previous speech. The speeches their needs without any charge
best speaker in the student body. were judged on this basis: 1) Com- except the standard laboratory fee
which covers the expense of testThis contest is open to any fulltime undergraduate student at position - Content, organization, ing and processing the donated
Clemson (with the exception of logic, clarity, and appropriateness, blood. The student body will be
30%. 2) Delivery - Effectiveness, responsible for keeping the supply
freshmen).
Members.of the English faculty force, enthusiasm, 25%. 3) Voice - of blood up to its full capacity. If
eliminated all but three to six of Including modulation, enunciation, someone other than a member of
the contestants in the preliminary and pronunciation, 25%. 3) Man- the Clemson - family needs blood,
competition since all expected par- ner - Including ease, poise, na- our bank would be made available
to them, and they would be responticipants could not possibly speak turalness, 20%.
sible for paying the blood back to
in the same day. The remaining
speakers then competed again. A J. L. Cartee To Lead our bank.
A. R. "Mac" McCahan has been
new group of judges were selected
this time from outside of the Eng- Square And Compass named co-ordinator of this project.
lish Department. The final comAt the last regular meeting of The Block "C" Club will help In
petition May 5, was held in front the Square & Compass Club any way they can. They are taking
of the combined sections of Eng- new officers for the school year this upon themselves as a service
lish 301 students.
1958-'59 were elected. James L. project for you.
There are several rules govern- Cartee, junior in Industrial Man- If you or anyone close to you
ing the speech that could not be agement, was chosen president; has needed blood at anytime, you
ignored. The speech could not ex- Lindsey L. McElwee, Sophomore will realize the full importance of
ceed ten minutes, but could be on in Mechanical Engineering, Vice- this undertaking. Remember, only
any subject. It had to be entirely President; Louis A. Wilson, So- a few seconds of your time is reoriginal; any part or parts could phomore in Mechanical Engi- quired to type your blood, but in
an emergency these seconds could
not have been used before in a neering, Treasurer.
mean the difference between life
inrBTrrrairaTrrre^TTiroTr^^
o o o v and death. This is just the first
step toward establishing our own
Blood Bank, but a very large and
Kjinlxal Jjance. (X&6ac.lalian
important one. Give this program
your full support and get your
iaiceA WuA oppoytttwtitu
blood typed. Let's have 100 per
cent participation! Build a better
Clemson through your (blood)
la extend, la the iXuAenib oj. LXem&an LaU.e<p
support. Take part! This bank is
for the benefit of the surrounding
and all d\&&aAA an Ine camcuA
community, Clemson, and YOU.
an in/Jtfatian la alXend.

Ronnie Ellis Recipient Of
Annual Trustee's Medal
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Air Force Chaplain
Will Speak To BSU

The Base Chaplain from Donaldson Air Force Base, Greenville, is
to speak on "The Christian in Uniform" May 14th before the BSU.
On April 30th, Dr. P. L. Elliot,
President of Gardner-Webb College, N. C, gave an excellent
talk on "The Christian Outlook on
Vocations". Two musical films
were shown on May 7th. On the
same night a deputation presented a program at Converse College.
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Editorial Corner
If I may I would like to break all
journalistic rules and speak in the first
person this week. What I want to say
can hardly be expressed in a formal
fashion.
* This will be the last TIGER of the
pfesent administration, and of course my
last editorial. In a way I'm quite sorry,
as there were so many subjects I wanted
tj£comment upon. But on the other hand
I'm happy, as this means my college days
are about to end. To me it is the end
of one period of life and the beginning
of another. Yet this past four years has
been a period that I shall never forget,
mainly because of Clemson.
Clemson is something that is hard for
me to define. It is more than a school or
a group of friends; it literally is a way of
life. Clemson has a way of leaving its
mark on a man, and this mark is easy to
spot. He stands taller than others, and he
speaks with a quiet conviction that denotes wisdom and pride.
Yes, this land of Tigers, yellow
posts, and cellophane trousers has a
way of letting the world know, "Here
stands a Clemson man."
i;
I, for one, will be proud of this mark
when I leave to enter a profession. I honestly believe my education has been second to none, and I feel that I have learned

Thursday, May 8, 1958

points in human behavior that would be
glossed over in any other school. This
has not been an easy few years for us, and
this fact makes us even more proud of our
Clemson background.

[TWEE OF YOU 70 7VE

Seniors Recall
Past Experiences

All this leads up to a very simple
fact, and that is that I feel I owe much
to the student body for helping me to
obtain a better knowledge of my fellow man, I owe much to my professors
for giving me the basic education
needed in today's world, and I owe
extremely much to my fellow members
of the TIGER staff for the honor they
have bestowed upon me. To each of
these groups, I wish to say only a
simple, but sincere, "Thanks."

By CAROL HUGHES

I have tried in this position to do what
I felt would help the student body in its
efforts for advancement. If I have done
one act that would have made the task
easier, I honestly feel that would be the
highest honor I could receive here at
Clemson.
We, of this year's TIGER Senior Staff
feel that we have found the best man for
my successor in Ronnie Ellis. Support
him, Clemson men; your TIGER can only
be as strong as the study body that stands
behind him.
GAM
~/t&>o£~

DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT

Appreciation Expressed For
Help Throughout Ending Year
By MACKIE MANNING
•Dhroughout the past school year,
I have thoroughly enjoyed taking
a small part in the production of
our school paper, "THE TIGER"
You; the students have been very
considerate throughout the year in
lending a helping hand whenever
I reached a stone wall of some
typel especially by suggesting topics for me to expound on to
some way.
This experience has meant very
much to me, and I believe that I
will profit by it for the rest of
my life. During this year, I have
tried to write on subjects of common interest to the majority of the
student body, and I sincerely hope
that I have achieved my goal.
I can't truthfully say that I am
sorrjf that this, is my last column
because in a very few short days,
I will become an alumnus of Clem-

son College and a citizen of the
cold cruel world in which we live.
Needless to say, I am quite ready
to become one of these citizens.
Even though I am ready to enter
this outside world, I can most
earnestly say that my four years
here at Clemson will remain to
my mind always and my fellow
students
will
always be my
friends. This last year will by far
be the most outstanding year in my
memories due to the many events,
both exciting and depressing, that
I have encountered, but one of
the largest of these events is the
fact that I had the opportunity to
express myself in writing as a
member of the Tiger staff.
\"Next week, my successor, Ed
Gettys, will take over for his first
issue as Associate Editor. If you,
the students, will give him the

help that you have given me, and
I expect you to, then I feel sure
that he will have quite a successful year. During these past few
months, I have certainly appreciated the criticism several of you
have given me, and I feel certain that Ed will be equally as
thankful for any constructive criticism that any of you might have
for him.
Lastly, I would like to say again
from the bottom of my heart that
I have thoroughly enjoyed my year
on Tiger and would like to wish
each one of you the best of everything in the years to come, both
while you are enrolled at Clemson, and after you quituate or graduate. I'll be seeing you sooner or
later somewhere along our paths
of life.

A Word To The Wise
By ART LINDLEY
Aerther school year draws to a
close, and another chaplain begins
his work. The service of chaplain
can't be rendered to the students
unless the students themselves
want this service. Without God and
fellow man, what good is a chaplain? He may as well not exist.
Someone always will say that
Christianity is for SISSIES, but
even the hero of heroes, in time of
need, will close his eyes and bow
his Bead for a short prayer.
Strong athletes have found added power in faith: Gene Turney,

Babe Didrikson Zaharias, Otto
Graham, Alice Marble, Bob Mathias ... locker rooms often echo
quietly to individual and group
prayers. Many boxers, basketballers, and gridders bless themselves, and, during a dramatic
moment of a professional football
game, a great star that they play
their best, that no one be injured,
that teammates not suffer for
their mistakes, and that they be
in stride with God's way. Such
should be our goal. We are a team
for God's plan; we set His examples. An athlete will soon falter if
he doesn't stay in condition, so

Tiger

will Christians if they don't
strengthen daily with God.
Take an athlete away from his
game, take a tree away from
food, and take a human away
from God and in all cases everything is lost. A man has to find
something in which to believe; he
needs security. Where will he find
it? . . . God. In Isiah we find:
"For thou hast been a strength to
the poor, a strength to the needy
in his distress, a refuge from the
storm, a shadow from the heat..
.. " Yes, words of assurance; just
a simple bowing of the head, a
simple thoughtful prayer for help.
. . . security in faith, power in
faith. 'Ask and it shall be given
unto you, seek and you shall find,
knock and it shall be opened unto
you.
Clemson men, are we asking,
seeking, and knocking. Are we
secure? Do we have faith?

Clemson A AM"
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Veteran's
Corner
Here are authoritative answers
from the Veterans Administration
to questions of interest from former servicemen and their families:
Q. I understand that a new law
now gives World War II veterans
until July 25,1960, to get a GI loan.
Has the deadline also been extended for direct VA loans?
A. Yes. Direct loan program was
extended to July 25, 1960.
Q. I lost my original service discharge. Where do I get another?
Is there any charge?
A. For free replacement of a lost
discharge, write to the Personnel
Records Center of the Armed Forces, 9700 Page Boulevard, St. Louis,
Mo. Give your service number and
branch of service.
Q. Is it too early to apply for
fall schooling under the Korean
GI Bill?
A. No. Schools are crowded, so
early application gives you a .better chance of gaining admittance
to the school of your choice.;
Q. I'm a married veteran with a
service-connected disability rated
50 percent, and have only recently
notified VA of my new dependent
baby. Will the additional compersation to which I am entitled be made
retroactive to the child's birth?
A. No. The increase will be effective only from the date VA receives your application.

THE CHANGING SCENES

Year Ends With Dejection;
Perhaps All Is Not Wasted

With this issue of the TIGER the
seniors on the Senior Staff end
their college journalism careers.
This is the last column I will write
for the TIGER. Before very long
we will graduate from Clemson
and join the ranks of the Alumni where our activities and interests will be remote from the campus and yet in another way will
be forever bound to Clemson for
the rest of our lives. None of us
will ever be able to forget the experiences and activities we were
a part of for the past four years.
We probably will look back and
realize that after all the trouble
it was a very memorable four
years of our lives as well as the
most important years we ever
spent.
The present Senior class has
seen many changes In Clemson
College. We are the last class
who lived under the military system and we were the observers of
the transition to the present civilian system. None of us are able
to say for sure whether all we
have seen here is for the best.
All of us will say, however, that
it has been interesting and few
have any regrets that we were here
at the time.
We have much to look back on.
The dances of the CDA over the
years have provided a pleasant
diversion from the scholastic endeavors. The dance weekend beginning tomorrow will be our lust
as students. It will be filled with

nostalgic memories of our experiences, both humorous and serious,
of our college days. Then when
the last dance of the TAPS- Junior
- Senior fades away into the past
we will look forward with mixed
feelings to perhaps the most important event in our lives, graduation from college. For some of
us this means a period in the
army, for'others it means graduate school and others among the
group will go to their respective
fields to begin their life's work.
All of these things are a direct
result of the years of preparation
at Clemson. The work done here
will stand us in good stead for
these endeavors.
Another more intangible result
of these college years are the
friends and associates we have
come into contact with. The seniors
have formed friendships with both
students and professors that will
go unbroken until the day we. die.
This is probably the most important facet of the college life, as
well as the thing we will longest
remember.
No one can say where we will
go from here and no one will bo
able to evaluate our stay here er
whether the net result was good
or bad but we feel that our efforts in some small way helped
make this a better college for ft-ture students. Whatever the caso
we are well prepared to face th3
world and we had a lot fun.

By RAY GRIFFIN
You begin the year with such
great plans. You are the trailblazer, the investigator, the detective, the reporter. You are in
your mind's eye a journalist of
the first order. You begin the
year with high hopes and mighty
plans—you end the year dejected
and discouraged having accomplished so little and fallen so
far short of set goals. You are
accused of being too shallow in
thought and idea on the one
hand; on the other, too heavy
and intellectual (the braver and
more candid say pseudo-intellectual) but it's all a part of the
game. The question comes to
mind, who's fooling whom?
The administration says not
enough facts were given, the
over-all picture of a situation
was distorted and slanted. The

students say give us more scorn,
sarcasm, and cutting remarks.
You say to yourself, "Write a
good column." Suggest and be
ignored; praise and be ridiculed;
moralize and be damned; demoralize and be damned; criticize
and be criticized. From pillar to
post not knowing what to do, to
say, or to write. Try to find an
issue and be told to make one;
make one and be told to kill it
as quickly as possible.
What do you do as a columnist? Just meet the deadline with
35 lines of copy. Fancy words
can never hide the clack of the
typewriter and the ticking of the
clock as deadline approaches.
There is a knawing ache in your
stomach for you know you want
to please the student, the faculty,
the administration, and least of

all yourself and therein lies the
greatest pain. Such great plans
which never materialized! The
outstanding column never writ'
ten—the story of any disappoint
ed columnist.
But enough of this meditating
on what might have been. .
This year may not have seen
any change as a result of The
Changing Scene's feeble attempts
but at least there was an at'
tempt made at times. Your criticism was well directed and
necessary; your suggestions most
beneficial. Perhaps the year
wasn't a complete "bust" after
all. A new year soon begins.
Fresh blood and new ideas come
to the fore and perhaps the
scene does change—for better or
for worse remains to be seen.

By SMEDLEY P. FORSYTHE VI
;
SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS—

that Pookie (Sammy Slouch)
Williams and James (I came
back) Terry have parted as
friends since the Slob won the
Drunk of the Year award at the
Dance. Arny Alcoholic Terry
vows he downed 2 gal. of beer
Tuesday just so he would be in
shape for the big day.

__

.—46

for Temple) Erwin had best how some girls will break a
straighten up or Smed will let dance date with the First Sucker
out the true stories of why they just to turn around and date the
call you AJAX and FINGER.
Second Sucker for the same
dance, isn't it, First Sucker?
SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS—

that Tate (I took 9 on the SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS—
same hole two days in a row)
that Warren (Shady) Scoville
Bowers plays golf like he talks is trying unsuccessfully to spread
around girls—TRASHY. By the the news around Clemson and the
way GARBAGE-MOUTH BOW- State that he (Carolina's Gift to
ERS, is your wall paper still Clemson) is the suave, interconSMEDLEY EXPOUNDS—
made up of PETUNIA PIGS tinental lover of the era. Wise
that Doug (the back seat Casup, Billy Braggart or Smed will
anova) Cline got a letter from picture.
his hot-lipped honey in Win- SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS—
put you in Alex (Defender of
throp signed "Geraldine GrubCoeds) Galloway's class, genus,
that
Jim
(Freddie
Fish)
Wasber." Smed wonders if the
and
species.
Baby-faced Lover needs a lip son and Ed (Dogface) Miller are
massage.
about as much Lover as Bruce SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS—
(Mr. Nothing) Glover. Godfrey that Woody (Norton Nostrils)
SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS—
Goats Glover goes to Brenau at Middleton spent the weekend letthat Jim (I'm Vice-President the slightest ring of the phone,
ting the red hot tears run down
of the Junior Class) Creel was
his roman nose into his gallon of
run off a certain lake by the SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS—
National Guard while trying.to that Mackie (One Lung) Man- booze, because his True Love
learn how to twirl a baton on a ning wasn't as tricky as he and asked Ya Ya (Give me back the
blanket.
Mr. Axed-Face Mulkey thought Jones Girl) Segars over to the
they were. Creel, Pete Pontiac, Converse May Day.
SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS—
will get you Super for trying to
that Brogdon (the Imbicle) steal his blanket beauty and tak SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS—
Nichols is as void in his per- ing her to Anderson.
that Teddy (The Canteen
sonality as his pictures. If he SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS—
Lover) Holt has become so swellwould speak only when he delivers his pictures; he could to Van (B. O.) Fair: There is headed of his ability to snow our
open his Sewer-Lipped Mouth now a new invention on the incoming female visitors that he
world market—soap and water. has blown a gasket.
once a semester.
Couple this with a few dozen of
the modern deodorants and you SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS—
SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS—
too might make a few friends, Sammy (I'm doing you a favor
to Charley (I showed my true Arnie Armpits.
to speak) Plowden must think
self Senior Day) Home. You
haven't fooled ole Smed in your SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS—
that he has become another
last 3 years, but possibly you that the only time Blue (Sam- Charles Lindburgh. Anyone can
could have fooled some of these my Soprano) Skinner gets to
Clods. You still act like "Sammy date the Passion Flower of his fly, Peon. You and T. W. Ressor
Soph of the Week." You could heart is when a Clemson dance make a fine pair. All you need
meet your friends in a six-pack weekend comes along — quite is a mustache.
beer cooler, Tommy Toughs.
understandable in your case, SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS—
World Prime Sucker.
SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS—
He (Smedley) is sorry that
Larry (I'm captain of the baseTennyson once said "I am a SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS—
part of all that I have ever met" that twelve million dozen or- ball team) Wilson, Walt (I'm AlAfter seeing Fats Lucas's date chids should be sent to Bill (Mr. ways looking at somone's heels)
Senior Day, he, Pete Pregnant, Rimmer's Errand Boy) Thomason Uhlig, Jack (I'm president of
could substantiate this precise and his cohorts for the best Sr. the Block C and I advertise the
statement.
fact) Bush and Clayton (I'm datDay ever.
ing a baton twirller) Lowder are
SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS—
SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS—
so mad at this writer. It was fun
that Alex (Rosey Cheeks)
to Junius (Drive-ins are a but He (Smedley) will be the
Morrison and Bob (My tears fell lover's best friend) Smith: Funny 1 loser in the end.

On Campus

Mth

(By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys/ "and,
"Barefoot Boy with Cft«efc.")

THE ENGINEERS HAVE HAIRY EARS
Today in this age of technology when engineering graduates are
wooed and courted by all of America's great industries, how do
you account for the fact that Rimbaud Sigafoos, who finished
at the very top of his class at M.I.T., turned down hundreds of
attractive job offers to accept employment as a machinery
wiper at the Acme Ice Company at a salary of $20 a week with
a twelve-hour day, a seven-day week, and only fifteen minutes
for lunch?

',,£®tieerm fa</$ m WM<&<wfcf~<
I know what you are thinking: "Cherchet lafemme!" You are
thinking that Mr. Acme, head of the Acme Ice Company, has
a beautiful daughter with whom Rimbaud is madly in love and
he took the job only to be near her.
Friends, you are wrong. It is true that Mr. Acme does have
a daughter, a large, torpid lass named Clavdia who spends all
her waking hours scooping marzipan out of a bucket and staring
at a television set which has not worked in some years. Rimbaud has not the slightest interest in Clavdia; nor, indeed, does
any other man, excepting possibly John Ringling North.
So how come Rimbaud keeps working for the Acme Ice Company? Can it be that they provide him with free Marlboro.
Cigarettes, and all day long he enjoys that filter, that flavor,
that flip-top box?
No, friends, no. Rimbaud is not allowed to smoke on the Job,
and when he finishes his long, miserable day, he has to buy his
own Marlboros, even as you and I, in order to enjoy that
estimable filter, that incomparable flavor, that crazy flip-top box.
Well, friends, you might as well give up because youll never
in a million years guess why Rimbaud works for the Acme Ice
Company. The reason is simply this: Rimbaud is a seal!
He started as a performing seal in vaudeville. One night on
the way to the Ed Sullivan show, he took the wrong subway.
All night the poor mammal rode the B.M.T., seeking a helping
hand. Finally a kindly brakeman named Ernest Thompson
Sigafoos rescued the hapless Rimbaud.
He took Rimbaud home and raised him as his own, and
Rimbaud, to show his appreciation, studied hard and got excellent marks and finished a distinguished academic career as
valedictorian of M.I.T.
Rimbaud never complained to his kindly foster father, but
through all those years of grammar school and high school and
college, he darn near died of the heat! A seal, you must remember, is by nature a denizen of the Arctic, so you can imagine
how poor Rimbaud must have suffered in subtropical New York
and Boston, especially in those tight Ivy League suits.
But today at the Acme Ice Company, Rimbaud has finally
found a temperature to his liking. He is very happy and sends
greetings to his many friends.
CUHUHMHI

Any time, any clime, you gst a lot to like with a Marlboro,
whose makers take pleasure in bringing you this column
through the school year.
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Thornhill Will Play At TAPS Junior-Senior
SERVES STUDENT BODY

Famous Band Leader To Make

CDA Staff Sponsors
Dances And Concerts

First Appearance On Campus
Claude Thornhill and his newly revamped orchestra will be featured by the Central Dance Association May 9 and 10 at th e Taps Junior - Senior. Claude Thornhill
was born in Terre Haute, Indiana. He began his musical career at the age of four
as a child prodigy. He gave his first music al recital at the age of six.

By JIMMY YOUNGBLOOD
"The Central Dance Association will sp onsor a dance on January 28 and 29." Students have read sentences similar to this for an average of five times a year for over
twenty-five years. Many persons take the s ocial functions of the college for granted
and never give thought to the hard work required to make the dances a success. Each
student bemoans his problems in getting a date to and from Clemson and providing
accomodations for her.
Few consider the much more
difficult task of acquiring a band
or providing for the accomodations
of a considerable number of the
dates attending the dance. The
members of CDA must also decorate the Dining Hall, sell tickets,
and perform all other related functions which combine to produce
the successful and enjoyable dances held at Clemson.
In addition to the primary function of scheduling the dances, the
CDA attempts to bring famous
bands to Clemson for concerts.
These concerts can not conflict
•with the Concert Series and other
major activities on campus. The
CDA maintaines an active interest
in all student activities and has often aided other organizations in
their projects. In the past they
have donated stationary and other
items to clubs on campus, assisted
some financially, and provided
plaques and favors for special occasions.
When it was first formed, the
CDA merely assisted and advised
other organizations on conducting
social functions. This became
necessary when certain bills were
left outstanding, a condition which
created an unfavorable attitude to-

ward Clemson. During another per- several famous bands and orchesiod, the CDA members furnished tras to Clemson. The Homecoming
funds themselves and kept the pro- Dance featured Stan Kenton and
fits or sustained the losses. Today, Bill Snyder. Stan, to whom music
it is a self-sustaining operation. has been an integral part of life
Revenues are deposited with the since the age of fourteen, also
college accounting office and ex- played during Tigerama. He is
penses are paid by the chief ac- famed for his rendition of modern
countant under the direction of jazz, one of the most controversial
the Office of Student Affairs. Pro- fields of music today. Bill Snyder
fits are set aside and used to make began his musical career as a conup deficits and to provide for big- cert pianist. All who heard him
ger and better dances in the fu- play will long remember his varture. The CDA is now a non-pro- iety and wonderful ability as a
fit organization which provides en- pianist and band leader.
tertainment for the student body. Richard Maltby made his second
campus appearance during the
All members of the CDA are Midwinter's Ball. Dick, once a
selected carefully from the entire trumpeteer, has become one of
student body. Following the final the nation's leading composerdance of the season, sixteen rising conductors. His orchestra is exjuniors are selected for the junior tremely popular among the colstaff. They are selected for their leges of the South.
interest in the functions of the Appearing during the Spring
CDA and an expressed desire to Dances, the Gladiolas represent
join. At the same time, eight of one of the most successful singing
the preceding year's junior staff groups ever to come out of South
members are named to the senior Carolina. Virtually unknown until
staff. It is hoped that this method 1956, they have become nationally
of selection will provide the col- famous in only two years.
lege with an association composed To end this year's dance season,
of only the most interested and Claude Thornhill will appear at
willing senior staffers.
the Taps-Junior-Senior. Claude is
This year, the CDA has brought famed for his ability to combine a

Claude Thornhill, who will play Friday and Saturday nights for
TAPS Junior-Senior, is shown above.
classical background with the current trends in popular music.
The Jungaleers, featuring Phyllis O'Dell as guest vocalist, made
two appearances during dance
weekends, the Rat Hop and
one of the Spring Dances. This
group is the most widely acclaimed
collegiate orchestra in South
Carolina. ■
During the Junior-Senior Dances, it would be well for each of
us to think for a moment about the
effort the CDA has put forth in
our behalf. Each student owes a
vote of thanks and appreciation to
every member of the organization
that makes our dances possible
the Central Dance Association.

TAPS Junior - Senior Sponsors

Aero Club Elects
Officers For The
1958-59 Session
Donald B. Clark, Harts vile
agricultural engineering junior,
has been elected president of the
Clemson College Aero Club.
Allen J. Inglesby, Greenville, entomology junior, becomes vicepresident and Louis A. Williams,
Summerton, electrical engineering
sophomore, secretary-treasurer.
Other elected officers are William S. Hayden, Orangeburg, assistant to the secretary; Russell
E. Davis, Pawley's Island, and
George L. Tupper, Summerville
safety officers. Dr. Judson I. Hair,
director of the student health service, will serve as faculty advisor.
Hayden and Clark have completed private pilot's examinations
and soloed members are James
L. Harley, Pineville, N. C; Ted
Adkins, Clemson; Louis Williamston, Summerton, and Davis.
New members are David H. Walker, Anderson; Rals S. Durham,
Walterboro; Charles H. Boozer,
Denmark, and Thomas G. Cribb,
Greenville.

'TAPS' COMES
OUT MONDAY
The 1958 TAPS have arrived and
will be distributed beginning Monday, May 12. Seniors may pick up
their copies after one o'clock Monday; juniors, all day Tuesday;
sophomores, all day Wednesday;
and freshmen, all day Thursday.
Seniors who failed to order a
copy of TAPS may do so Friday
morning. Any other students desiring a copy may order one during
Friday afternoon.

v-

Claude started his popular
music career in a speak-easy
after leaving his serious musical
interests behind at the Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music. His parents frowned on these early ex-'
peditions into pops and forced
him to continue his serious
studies.
Claude soon joined the Austin
Wylie Orchestra and became a
good friend of Artie Shaw.
Thornhill became an arranger
for such noted bands as Kostelantz, Hal Kemp, Benny Goodman, Bing Crosby, and many,
many more. In 1940 he made
his own debut at the Hotel
Pennsylvania in New York City.
His music was an immediate
smash hit, and he enjoyed hug*
successes in the "big city."
He followed his successful imitation into the ranks of popular
band leaders by playing in many
of the better known and leading
hotels and theaters all over the
United States.
Thornhill, in 1942, at the
Shown above is the featured vocalist, Miss Diana Hunter, who height of'his career, enlisted in
will accompany the Claude Thornhill Orchestra. The dances
the Navy as an apprentice seawill be held May 9, 10.
man. The Navy soon put his fine
natural talents to use. He took
over the Rangers, a Naval aggre-,
gation of musicians, after Artie,
Shaw had been transferred to'
another station. The Navy was
FRIDAY, MAY 9
not long in building a show
around the Claude Thornhill
6:30 P.M.—Tiger Band Banquet. Saber Room, Clem- All-Star Show, featuring his
band along with Dennis Day, the
son House.
rising star of the Jack Benny
program. This show made ex7:00 P.M.—Taps Banquet. Kluttz Steak House,
tensive tours of the entire PaAnderson.
cific area during the Second World War. The show brought
7:00 P.M.—Tiger Banquet. Penthouse Terrace, Clem- music, humor, and a bit of home
to the front line troops.
son House.
His piano virtuosity and ar«?,i
rangements, always superb in
9:00 P.M.—Taps Dance (formal). Dining Hall. Mu- the
past, have been supplemented by new and improved methsic: Claude Thornhill Orchestra.
ods of orchestra leadership. His
Victor and Columbia albums
SATURDAY, MAY 10
have yielded in the past and are
continuing to yield a continuous
stream of successful hits. He
1:30 P.M.—Junior-Senior Banquet. Dining Hall.
was singlely honored when
8:00 P.M.—Junior-Senior Dance (informal). Dining LOOK selected his aggregation
as "Band of the Year" several
Hall. Music: Claude Thornhill Orchestra. years ago.
The tickets for the Friday
night formal from 9 till 1 are
SUNDAY, MAY 11
$3.50. Those for Saturday night's?
informal are $4.00. The block fol
the weekend's dances will be
4:00 P.M.—Moms' Pop Concert.
$7.00.

CDA Junior - Senior Sponsors

These will sponsor the 1958 TAPS Senior Staff Members at the
TAPS Junior-Senior dance weekend to be held at Clemson College on May 9 and 10. First row, left to right, Miss Harriette
Dwelle of Salem College and Charlotte, N. C, for Editor Charles Segars; Miss Pat James of Limestone and Sumter, S. C,
for Business Manager Phil Fidler; Miss Kay Ravanel of Ashley
Hall and Charleston, S. C, for Designer Ray Griffin; Miss
Cissie Palm of Greenville, S. C, for Advertising Manager Eddie
Seay. Second row, left to right: Miss Freda Stokes of Convene College and Orangeburg, S. C, for Sports Editor Don

Gallup; Miss Betty Branson of Converse College and Greer,
S. C, for Classes Editor Billy Fort; Miss Janet Smiley of Columbia College and Orangeburg, S. C, for Organizations Editor
Robin Berry; Miss Barbara Hill of Florence, S. C, for Features Editor Carl DeVane. Third row, left to right: Miss Sally
Bolyston of Converse College and Columbia, S. C, for Photographer Brogdon Nichols; Miss Marshall Jupp of Ashley Hall
and Charleston, S. C, for Publications Editor Churchill Curtis;
Miss Fairalene Lowder of Sumter, S. ft, for Office Manager
Eddie Gallup.

Sponsors for the Central Dance Association of Clemson College
which will present TAPS-JUNIOR-SENIOR DANCES, May 9th
and 10th are (Top row, left to right): Miss Elizabeth Cart of
Spartanburg, S. C, for Alex Morrison, President, from Hartsville, S. C; Miss Virginia Ann Harvin of Converse College and
Sumter, S. ft, for Hugh McLaurin, Vice-President, from
Wedgefield, S. C; Miss Cecile Baldwin of Winthrop College
and Columbia, S. ft, for Mackie Manning, Secretary-Treasurer,
from Clio, S. ft; Mrs. Jimmy Blanton for Jimmy Blanton, Plac-

ing Chairman, from Forest City, N. ft (Bottom row, left to
right): Miss Carolyn Van Every of Salem College and Charlotte, N. ft, for Woodward Middleton, Publicity Chairman,
from Sumter, S. ft; Miss Sissy Mahon of Converse College and
Houston, Texas for Bill Neely, Floor Chairman, from Rock Hill,
S. ft; Miss Nancy Hayes of Converse College and Winnsboro,
S. ft, for Bud Wilkerson, Decorations Chairman, from Winnsboro, S. ft; Miss Connie Beck of Sumter, S. ft. for J. J. Britton,
Alternus, from Sumter, S. C.
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Ninety-One Awards Granted At Annual
Scholarship Recognition Day Ceremonies
Ninety-one awards and honors
were presented yesterday morning
at the annual Scholaarship Recognition Day ceremonies In the
college auditorium,
Special citations went to Arthur
Buist Bryan, retired agricultural
r.ews editor, and John David Braid,
Charleston senior, who received the
coveted Algernon Sydney Sullivan
Awards for "influence for good,
excellence in maintaining high
ideals of living, spiritual qualities
and generous and disinterested
service to others."
SPECIAL AWARDS PRESENTED
Other special awards were won
by George B. Stembridge, Ellijay,
Ga., the American Legion Award;
and Dan C. Snow, Greer, the Thomas Newcomen Award in Material
History.
W. Douglas Corkern, Georgetown", was awarded the Alpha Rho
Chi Award, based on service.
AG SCHOOL AWARDS
Awards and honors, based principally on scholarship, were School
or Agriculture—Adger B. Carroll,
Westminster, and Marvin W. Wall,
Chesnee, Alpha Tau Alpha Scholarship Medal; Michael Mangum,
Spartanburg, Alpha Zeta Award for
highest grade point ratio for first
three semesters; James Aaron
Trammel, Woodruff, Alexander P.
and Lydia Anderson Fellowship;
George W. Powell, Williston,
Borden Agricultural Scholarship
Award; Samuel Harmon, Lexington, Sears Roebuck Foundation
Sophomore Scholarship; George E.
Stembridge, Ellijay, Ga., Charles
Carter Newman Prize in horticulture.
ARTS AND SCIENCES
School of Arts and Sciences—

John W. McGee, Timmonsville,
Chemical Rubber Company
Achievement Award in Physics;
Mayrant Simons, Jr., Summerville,
Sigma Pi Sigma Award as the outstanding senior In physics; Robert E. Carter, Rock Hill, American
Chemical Society Award as outstanding senior in chemistry; William S. Rhodes, Jr., Rock Hill,
Freshman Chemistry Award; David
S. Leverette, Winchester, Mass.,
Chemical Rubber Company
Achievement Award in Chemistry.
Also, Patsy Ann Wertz, Pendleton, Charles Manning Furman
Prize in English; Peter H. Bryan,
Joliet, 111., Mark Bernard Hardin
Prize in chemistry; Jacqueline B.
Bruorton, Georgetown, William
Shannon Morrison Prize in history;
Edwin R. Jones, Jr., Dillon, Sigma
Tau Epislon Award; Charles M.
Branch, Chesterfield, Arnold R.
Boyd English Honor Key.
ENGINEERING AWARDS
School of Engineering — James
A. Coleman, Clemson, American
Institute of Electrical Engineers
and Institute of Radio Engineer
Junior Scholastic Award; Charles
H. Barron, Seneca, American Institute of Chemical Engineers
Scholastic Award; Henry F. Cooper, Augusta, Ga., Samuel B. Earle
Award; Douglas H. Turner, Blacksburg, Walter Merritt Riggs Award
in Electrical Engineering; Martin
M. Cooper, Greenville, Tau Beta
Pi Scholastic Award; John D. Rogers, Easley, National American institute of Architects School Medal,
and John R. Jeffries, Charleston,
the institute's second place award.
Also, Frederic W. Wolcken,
Havertown, Pa., Architectural
Faculty Award; John P. Wilson,

Jacksonville, Fla., The Minaret
Award as outstanding sophomore
in architecture; Richard D. Mitchell, Greenville, Taylor-Colquitt
Award.
SCHOOL OF TEXTILES
School of Textiles—Louis T.
Runge, Greenville, American Association of Textile Technologists
Award for highest senior scholarship; Jerry T. Atkins, Kinston, N.
C, and William L. Reed, Whitmire,
National Association of Cotton
Manufacturers Medal as outstanding graduates in textile engineering; David L. Spearman, Greenville, Phi Psl Award; Donald H.
jOgue, Clemson, American Association of Textile Chemists and Colorists Award.
Awards and honors not restricted to schools were:
James L. Adams, Jr., Spartanburg, Phi Eta Sigma Mathematics
Award; Mayrant Simons, Jr., Summerville, Phi Eta Sigma Scholarship Medal for highest scholastic
record for a senior; Louise Cooper
Shlgley, Clemson, and Joseph T.
Bailey, Clemson, Phi Kappa Phi
Award for highest scholastic record for Juniors; Henry F. Cooper,
Augusta, Ga., Augustus G. ShankIin Prize in ROTC.
SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
Award and honors, based partly on scholarship, were:
School of Agriculture—Gale A.
Hutton, Greer, Clark Lindsay McCaslan Award in agricultural engineering; Angus W. McGregor,
Hopkins, Danforth Fellowship for
Freshmen; Rufus C. Sherard, Calhoun Falls, Danforth Fellowship
for Juniors; William R. Roberts,
Central, Pauline Hanckel Dairy
Scholarship; Harold Todd Arant,

Bowman, Ralston Purina Scholarship; Eskel N. Miller, Columbia,
South Carolina Dairy Association
Scholarship; Charles E. Toal, Columbia, South Carolina Poultry
Improvement Association Scholarship; William B. Richey, Jr., Clemson, Wall Street Journal Student
Achievement Award in agricultural
economics.
ARTS AND SCIENCES
School of Arts and SciencesDavid J. Rogers, Chesnee, Williston Wlghtman Klugh Award in
teaching; Kenneth A. May, Greenville, Wall Street Journal Student
Achievement Award in agricultural
economics.
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
School of Engineering — Joseph
T. Bailey, Clemson, Burlington Industries Foundation Senior
Scholarship; Martin M. Cooper, Jr.,
Greenville, Fiberglas Junior
Scholarship Award; J. C. Edwards,
Jr., Cowpens; Jeffreys A. Macfie,
Brevard, N. C, and James E. Riddle, Greenville, General Electric
Company Scholarships; Robert E.
Heape, Jr., Yemassee; Joe D. McLean, Spartanburg; James H. Vaughn, Jr., Gaffney, and Anthony
M. Vickers, Durham, N. C, Hlggins
Scholarships; Robert B. McLees,
Pennsylvania Glass Sand Scholarship, Sumter.
Also, Lester F. Clayton, Washington, D. C, Ramseur Award;
Ross L. Gobel, Pine Castle, Fla.,
Schlumberger Foundation Collegiate Award; James H. Allred, Sanford, Fla., U. S. Rubber Foundation Junior Scholarship; John W.
Ellerbe, Charleston, Western Electric Company Sophomore Scholarship; Charles H. Barron, Seneca,
Westinghouse Achievement
Scholarship.

Sponsors Barnwell Field Trip

The use of chromatography as
a laboratory technique in the
analysis of complex chemical
mixtures was described by Dr.
Edgar D. Smith of the Chemstrand Corporation at Clemson
last Tuesday.
Dr. Smith, research chemist
in Chemstrand's Research and
Development Division, explained
tc members of the student chap>
ter of the American Chemical
Society that chromatography is
a method of separating chemical compounds by their various
structural differences.
"The method," he said, "is
little used but is a very important laboratory tool which has
many applications in the work
of an organic chemist."
"The field is still new and
growing rapidly," he said. "I
feel that the chemist who fails
to avail himself of this important
tool in the future will find him
self at a serious disadvantage
with respect to his more enterprising competitors."

The woolen industry is a new
industry in the South and the
manufacture of wool as seen on
the tour was certainly a new experience for the students and
some of the professors.
The manufacture of woolen
fabrics involves three distinctive
processes, scouring, griege goods
manufacture and finishing. The
Barnwell Plant is a completely
integrated operation in that it
incorporates griege goods, manufacture, and finishing into one
continuous operation in one
plant. It is the first and most
modern mill of its type to be
built in the U. S.
The tour began with the scoured wool as the Barnwell Plant
receives it. The raw wool was
stack dyed or un-dyed and then
blended and picked to specifications for the desired fabric. After blending, the raw wool is
carded to clean, disentangled and
distributed fibers to yield a uniform roving preparatory to spinning into yarn. Roving is spun
into yarn on spinning frames by
adding draft (elongation) and
twist as specified for various
fabrics. Yarn is prepared in the
Preparation Department by placing on warps and quills and then
taken to the Weave Department
to be woven into cloth on both
automatic looms and the latest
type weaving machines.
After the woven cloth has been
inspected in the Burling and
Mending Department and any
damage repaired, it is then processed through a series of finishing operations to develop
particular characteristics desired
in the final fabric. Piece dyed
fabrics are dyed into the desired
shade following wet finishing
processes. All fabrics then receive dry finishing processes before being inspected, rolled and
shipped to customers.
Following the tour the group
was given a picnic lunch by the
company.

O'Brien Heads
State YRF
John S. O'Brien Jr. of Columbia and Clemson was elected collegiate chairman of Young Republican Federation at its annual convention in Columbia. Under a
change in the organization's constitution he will serve two years
rather than one as heretofore.
The convention speaker, Gregory F. Shorey Jr. of Greenville
emphasized the need for two party
government in the state. He asserted that corruption results from
one- party government. He also
stated that every South Carolinian who believes in states rights
and all that it entails strikes a
fatal blow against these very
cherished rights whenever he votes
or gives support to any Democrat.

Mrs. Dowling Named Mother of Year
(Continued from page 1)

the family business, Whisonant's, which is Gaffney's
oldest and largest Ladies' Specialty Shop. She divides
her energies between her boys, the store, and has found
time to serve her community with civic assignments in
the Chamber of Commerce and the Community Chest.
She served as Vice-President of the Governing Board of
the Community Chest for three years. During this time,
she was pianist and Sunday School teacher for the Presbyterian out-post mission, as well as serving as President
of the P.T.A. at Central School.
She has served for the past two years and presently
serves as State President of the South Carolina Congress
of P.T.A. During that time she has traveled all over
South Carolina and many times from Chicago to San
Francisco. She travels nationally, on behalf of the P.T.A.
Congress which has as its objects—To Promote Welfare
of Children and Youth in the Home, School, Church, and
Community.
She teaches a Sunday School class of young adults,
sings in the church choir, and is Treasurer of the Women
of the Church.

Concert Band To Give
Mothers Day Program

Registrars Attend
National Meet

Dr. Smith Addresses KPK SPONSORS
Chemical Society MARRIAGE AND

NOTICE

SUNDAY AFTERNOON

SCHOOL OF TEXTILES
The Clemson College Concert Band will present a
School of Textiles—Walter Wayne Freed, Aiken, American Viscose special Mother's Day Musical Program entitled, "A Pop
Scholarship; Henry H. Perkins, Jr., Concert For Mom." The program will be presented SunElloree, Blackman-Uhler Senior
Scholarship; James Nolan Etters, day afternoon in Clemson's outdoor theatre at 4 p. m. This
Chester, Blackman-Uhler Junior one-hour program is designed for "a family hour of relaxaK. N. Vickery, Registrar, and
Scholarship; James R. White, Clin- tion outdoors."
Reginald Berry, Assistant Registon, Burlington Industries Junior Selections for the popular protrar and Director of Admissions,
Scholarship; Robert Henry Barker,
attended the annual meeting of
Washington, D. C, Ciba Senior gram will include "Mona Lisa," concert group "perhaps the finest" the American Association of
he's
worked
with
at
Clemson.
With
Scholarship; Mack Edward Atkin- "Stranger in Paradise," You're a
Collegiate Registrars and Admisson, Spartanburg, Ciba Junior Grand Old Flag," I'll See you in no music curriculum, Clemson's sions Officers. The meeting was
Scholarship.
My Dreams," "In the Mood," musicians are recruited from the held at the Netherland Hilton
Also, Ronnie Dan Eaddy, John- "Tammy," "Seventy-Six Trom- schools of engineering, textiles, Hotel in Cincinnati from April
sonvllle, David Jennings Memorial bones," "The River Kwai March," agriculture, and arts and sciences. 21 through 25.
Scholarship; J. D. Tucker, Inman,
Keever Starch Scholarship; Ervin "Invercargill," "Mighty L a k ' a
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
by Dick Bibler
Randall Poole, Travelers Rest, Rose," Clifton Williams' "SymOwens-Corning Fiberglas Senior phonic Suite," "HuldigungsmarScholarship; William G. Emory, sch," "Sleeper's Wake," and "Once
Spartanburg, Seydel-Woolley Com- He Came In Blessing." Variety will
pany Scholarship; Daniel S. Brat- be evidenced with a mixed offerkowsky, Bridgeport, Conn., Tex- ing of the "Melodic Caravan,'' a
tile Veterans Association Award repertoire of favorite show hits;
for best potential for contributions the stirring marches "Stars and
tc textile industry.
Stripes Forever" and "National
FRESHMAN AWARDS
Emblem," and "Rock Around the
Awards to entering freshmen, Clock."
based on scholarship or examina- Featured will be a guest baritone solo, "Trombographic," by
tion were:
School of Agriculture—Rufus M. Douglas Buttes, a 10th grade stuBrown, Kingstree; Ralph J. John- dent from Walhalla. The youngson, Alcolu; Joseph H. Knight, ster's talent is rated highly by
Bowman; Angus W. McGregor, Clemson band director, R. E. LovHopkins; Joseph D. Mills, Black- ett.
stock; William S. Rowe, Charles- The entertainment will be free
ton; William J. Sears, Olar; Paul to the general public and in the
K. Smith, McColl; Don L. Willis, event of rain, the concert will be
Fountain Inn, and Joe E. White, held in the College Auditorium of
Clover, Sears-Roebuck Agricultural the Administration Building.
It will be the second "home"
Scholarships; Marion J. Powell,
West Union, George E. and Lila concert appearance in a week for
Giles Singleton Scholarship; Char- Clemson's select instrumentalists.
les D. Altman, Gresham, Luke A. The band completed its annual
Nance, Gallivants Ferry, and Max- spring tour last Sunday night with
a semi-classical candlelight concy P. Nolan, Marion.
cert in the amphitheatre.
The tour won plaudits from down
state college, high school and service directors and conductors for
its unusually adept performance of
■XHElfED HIM WITH HIS KflMEMKK-DlDNT MOrVHFHAS fififttiHSWKt
what one termed—"the most difficult college concert program ever
attempted in South Carolina."
Director Lovett calls the present
"Are You Ready for Marriage?" and "It Takes All Kinds,"
are two films on love and marriage which will be presented at
meeting Monday evening, May
the Kappa Phi Kappa Fraternity
12, at 6:15 in the Chemistry Au- The Clemson livestock judging
FINEST HOME-COOKED MEALS
team is in Athens, Ga., this
ditorium.
Accomodations For Large Parties
weekend to compete in the
Professor E. E. Waite of the spring Southeastern IntercolleSocial Science Department will giate Livestock Juding Contest
MRS. DOROTHY S. THOMAS, Owner
introduce the films and answer at the University of Georgia
any questions that may arise Saturday.
pertaining to marriage.
Clemson is defending chamAll interested students and pion, winning last year at the
Seneca, S. C.
North First Street
faculty members are invited and University of Arkansas, Fayetteencouraged to attend these films. ville. Ark.

Textile Manufacturing Society
On Tuesday April 6, a field trip for juniors and seniors
majoring in textiles, sponsored by the National Textile
Manufacturing Society, was made to the Barnwell Woolen
Five restored paintings of the
Plant of the American Corporation. The group was com- Thomas Green Clemson collecposed of thirty-five students and several textile professors. tion will be on display Friday
night at the intermission reThis was the second trip sponsored by N.T.M.S. this year. ception of Alpha Psi Omega.
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LOVE FILMS

Clemson Men's Choice

Judging Team
Defends Title

THE SENECA CAFE
Phone 8143

ftefresh
without
filling

At present she is a member of the Board of Directors
of the Citizens Committee on Crippled Children Society
of South Carolina. She was invited by President Eisenhower, and attended the White House Conference of
Secondary Education last year.
In order that Mrs. Dowling might be fully recognized
by the student body, she and Mr. Dowling will be the
guests of the Tiger Brotherhood for the Junior-Senior
Week-end, May 9th and 10th. The actual presentation
will be made at the formal dance on Friday evening. Mrs.
Dowling is also to be recognized at the Junior-Senior
banquet and at the drop-in for the Tiger Brotherhood
during the intermission of the Saturday night dance.
Mr. and Mrs. Dowling will stay at the Clemson House
during their visit here.

Characttrittict ot a hypothetical model art itudied in a dynamic limulator

INVITATION

to engineering and science seniors

For Junior-Senior Weekend
Shirts

Slacks

Bermuda Shorts - - T-Shirts
Swim Suits - - Ties
Socks

re&eshment

If you have any questions about space-age careers, this
is an invitation to get in touch with us. We'd welcome the
opportunity to answer your queries and to outline for you
the exceptional future that dynamic, research-oriented
companies like Boeing can offer you.
Boeing, for instance, is a leader in the fields of advanced
scientific research and guided missile weapon system
development. The Boeing Bomarc, now in volume production, is the Air Force's longest-range defense missile.
Research projects at Boeing include studies of glide
vehicles and space flight, celestial mechanics, principles
controlling space trajectories, drag and heating effects in
high speed space flight and re-entry,
Boeing is also the nation's foremost designer and
builder of long-range multi-jet aircraft. Rolling out of
Boeing plants are the eight-jet B-52 global bomber, the

KC-135 transport-tanker, holder of the world nonstop
jet transport record, and America's first jet airliner, th«
famous Boeing 707.
These, and other expanding programs at Boeing, offer
truly outstanding career opportunities to graduates ia
engineering, science, mathematics, physics and related
fields. Boeing's continuing growth, moreover, offers rewarding opportunities for advancement.
We suggest that you get full details, by consulting
your Placement Office, or by dropping a note, now, to
Mr. Stanley M. Little, Boeing Airplane Company,
Seattle 24, Washington.

Aviation Leadership since 1916
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IM Society
Elects Officers
For Coming Year
Junius R. Smith, rising Senior from Greenville, was elected
president of the Industrial Management Society at the annual
election of officers on Monday
evening. James L. Cartee, rising
senior from Clemson, was elected
vice-president; Charles Burden,
rising senior from Liberty, secretary; Walter Lubkin, rising senior from Beaufort, treasurer; and
Frank Clawson, rising senior
from Mapleton, N. J., historian.
Everyone is urged to attend
next meeting. At this meeting,
all meetings of this society.
Plans are now being made for
activities of this group for the
next few weeks, also for the coming year.

Page 5

Holt Heads List Of
Glee Club Officers

Military Engineers
See German Film

During their recent spring tour the gle e club held a business meeting for the purpose of electing officers. Those officers e lected for the coming year, 1958-'59 are:
president, Ted Holt, an arts and science major from Loris:

Also vice- president,
Harold
Truluck, an agricultural engineering major from Olanta; secretary, Bill Austin a mechanical engineering major from Simpsonvffle; treasurer, John Reid an
electrical engineering major from
Dr. Garbaty of the English Department, a native of Charleston; business manager,
Berlin who left Germany just before the Second World Ray Groover an electrical
War, spoke of the "Police State" at the regular meeting of engineering major from Florence;
Publicity director, Charlie Toal,
the Canterbury Association on April 30th. The speaker's a poultry major from Columbia;
account of his experience under the Nazi regime made social chairman, Louis Foster, an
the members of the Association realize the great oppor- arts and science major from Roebuck; student director, Ted Stecki,
tunity of being born in America and other free countries.
a mechanical engineering major
Prior to the meeting the usual from Camden, New Jersey; and
worship service with which Can- sergeant at arms and property
terbury meetings begin was con- custodian, George Krueger, an
industrial engineering major from
ducted by Ted Newhall and Ma- Atlanta. Georgia.
nuk Diarbekirian.
While on their annual spring
Jack Pickney, Senior Warden, tour. Dr. McGarity and three of
reported on the plans made- for the glee club's officers, Ted Holt,
The Society for the Advancement of Management will the Awards Banquet to be held on Ray Groover, and Ted Stecki,
invited via President Poole
holds its final meeting of the year Wednesday, May 14, at May 14th. The Reverend Tom were
to attend the 1958 Seminar of the
7:30 in the Purple Room of the Clemson House. A supper Roberts of Greenville has accept- Inter-collegiate Musical Council,
will be served and immediately following the meal the ed the invitation to address the to be held at Purdue University
Indiana. The Intercollegiate
club will be honored to hear Mr. Ned Holland, owner and Association at this meeting. Invi- in
Musical Council, a national orbeen
extended
to
Converse
Canoperator of Holland's Automotive Supply in Greenville.
ganization of college glee clubs
terbury Award's Banquet have with headquaters in New York
Mr. Holland is a graduate of
Georgia Tech, having finished tive members of S.A.M. are urged extended to Converse Canterbury City, purpose in having this
there in electrical engineering in to attend this important meeting. and Limestone Canterbury. Dur. seminar is to give directors and
1933. Since his graduation he
ing the banquet an award will student officers a chance to meet
has worked with Eaton Manu- The new officers of the club will
and exchange ideas. The seminar
be presented to the student who will begin May 14 and extend
facturing Co. of Cleveland, Ohio, be installed.
was elected in the voting held through May 18.
and Thermoid Co. When Mr.
Holland left the latter company
last week, the Outstanding Can- Fred Baxter of New York City
he came to Greenville and servterburian of the Year.
will preside over the seminar.
ed as Vice-President and GenThe Program will include, speechPhilip
Porcher,
a
1954
Clemson
eral Sales Manager of Scurryes by prominent music educators
graduate,
who
was
ordained
a
Nixon Inc. until 1949 when he
Pittsburgh, Pa.—(IP.) — OutDeacon last June, wHl be admits of the United States, business sesopened
Holland
Automotive
lining his hopes for a broad new ed into the Order of Priesthood in sions, and a glee club festival
Supply.
featuring Indiana State UniverAt the present time Mr. Hol- academic program to make the Fort Matte on May 12th.
sity, Purdue University, and WaYouth
Sunday,
at
which
the
University
of
Pittsburgh
a
world
land is on the Board of Direcbash University glee clubs, clemtors of the Wholesalers Automo- leader, Chancellor Edward H. Young Peoples' Service League in son's glee club has been invited
tive Parts Warehouse of Char- Litchfield recently included the conjunction with Canterbury, will to sing, but due to exam, week
officiate at the 11:00 a.m. service being so close it was thought adlotte, N. C. Other positions held following four proposals:
on May 11th.
by Mr. Holland are Presidents
visable to decline the invitation.
1. A better balance between
of the Virginia-Carolina's Automotive Wholesalers Association liberal arts and professional
and Vice President of the South- training. He suggested a yeareastern Automotive Shows, Inc. round school of three semesters
All members or any prospecIn which there would be no
technical training in any undergraduate school.
The Clemson College Agriculture Economics Club has
The technical or professional
training would come in graduate elected their officers for the coming year. Rufus C. Sherschool. By going year-round, the ard, Agriculture Economics rising senior from Calhoun
The versatile Mr. Fred Tweed,
Falls, S. C, was named the new president for the coming
Clemson's perfect student, jour- student could achieve this goal year.
neys to the great white cliffs of in a reasonable time.
Dover for an attempt at the Eng2. Greater internal unity withBurton W. Lewis, Sr., from
lish Channel. The unique aspect of in the university with closer con- Clemson, S. C, was elected new
Fred's Channel attempt Is that it
will be on water skiis. As to Fred's tact between the students and Vice-President, and William A.
ability on water skiis, his many the faculty of the various schools. Grant sophomore from Anderson,
trophies will testify to that. Tweed He would house schools of relat- S.C., was elected new Secretary,
has some nineteen silver "pots" ed fields in the same building and from Lake City, was elected new
to his credit.
put libraries together so students Charles M. Kelly rising senior
The weather in England has
might
more clearly see the world Treasurer and the faculty adbeen pretty rough for the past
Applications for student govmonth making the Channel very outside their own narrow inter- visor for the coming year is Dr. ernment committees are now bechoppy. The experts figure if Fred ests.
E. E. Brown, Agriculture Eco- ing taken in the dormitory ofmakes it across, he will have to
participate in their student govnomics Dept.
3.
Regular
analysis
of
what
the
take at lea*fc three tea breaks. Fred
ernment by applying for the ofworld
needs
from
the
university.
would like to leave at once, but
The Club has started planning fice. All students are urged to
the coming exams will force him This would enable educators to for a program of work for next fices which are open.
to wait until June.
toss out some programs and set year. Some of the plans include
Offices which are open to the
up new ones as the times dictate. Tigerama
Skit, Homecoming applicants are secretary of the
4. Make students "total human display, Socials, and other pro- student body, chairman and/or
member of the election commitbeings" by taking more interest grams of work.
tee, chairman and/or member of
in their moral and spiritual deProf. B. J. Todd, retiring fac- the ways and means committee.
velopment outside the classroom. ulty advisor was presented a
Application may be made for
This would entail more "campus token of appreciation for his either chairman or a general
life" at Pitt, such as the new Stu- services at a Club Social this member of the committees. Pickpast Tuesday night. A panel dis- up and return your applications
dent Union at the old Hotel cussion was held by graduating to the dormitory office before
Schenley.
Seniors on "Job Interviews."
next Wednesday at noon.
J. M. Rush, associate professor
of botany, represented Clemson
at the American Bacterioligist
convention which was held at the
Hotel Morrison in Chicago April
27- May 1. Five thousand delegates representing the U. S., Canada, and Mexico attended the convention. Four hundred scientific
papers were discussed in five
divisions:
medical,
taxonomy,
fermentation,
agricultural industry. On Thursday Mr. Rush
presided over a session on agricultural industry Bacteroligist.
This convention is one of the
major conventions of this type in
America.

Canterbury Members Hear
Garbaty Speak At Meeting

Auto Exec Will Speak
At Last Meeting Of SAM
CAMPUS CHARACTERS

Mayrant Simons Active In Army
ROTC And Many Other Organizations
By RALPH HOLLAND
Mayrant Simons, graduating senior in Industrial Physics, hails from Summerville, S. C, where he graduated
from Summerville High School in 1954.
During his first year on this campus Mayrant participated in The Canterbury Club, Phi Eta Sigma, and The
Freshman Platoon. During his sophomore year he was
a member of Sigma Tau Epsilon, The Canterbury Club,
and The Pershing Rifles. While a junior, Mayrant was
a member of The Canterbury Club, Phi Kappa Phi, Sigma
Pi Sigma, and The Society of American Engineers. While
serving as President of the Dorchester County Club, he
was Vice-President of the Executive Sergeants Club.
Among his other activities were The Tiger Brotherhood,
Blue Key Fraternity, Secretary of the Charleston County
Club, and the Council of Club Presidents.
Concerning the pro and con of the "abolition of the
military" question Mayrant stated "I was very disappointed when I first learned of the elimination of the
Clemson Cadet Corps. However, I now feel that in the
long run this step will prove to be a wise one for the
future progress of Clemson College." Mayrant has served
almost four years in the Army R.O.T.C. program and
presently holds the rank of Cadet Major, Regimental.
Among his other activities this year, he was Editor
of the Blue Key Directory, Vice-President of Sigma Pi
Sigma, a member of Scabbard and Blade Society, Phi
Kappa Phi, and Tiger Brotherhood. In addition to being
Vice-President of Blue Key Fraternity, he holds the honor
of being chosen for Who's Who in American Colleges and
Universities, not only last year but this year as well.

Pittsburg Univ.
Needs Balance

Tweed To Try
Channel Swim

Ag Economics Club
Picks New Officers

Applications For
Student Government
Posts Being Taken

Dinwiddie Gets Grant
For Cancer Research
A $3,737 grant has been awarded Dr. J. Gray Dinwiddie, associate professor of chemistry, in the field of
cancer research.
The federal grant was announced by the U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Public Health
..Service, National Institute of Health, in Washington, D.
C. The project will be associated with the National
Cancer Institute.
Use New Facilities
Effective for one year, June
1, 1958 to May 3i, 1959, work
will be conducted by Dr. Dinwiddie, and a graduate assistant
this summer, in the new chemisThe local chapter of Alpha
try building facilities here.
Tau Alpha met Thursday, April
"We will study the potential 21, and elected new officers.
They are: Billy Abercrombie,
use of purines in blocking rapid president; Thurman Clardy, vicecell division in cancer tumors," president; James Stone, secretary; John Snowden, reporter;
says Dr. Dinwiddie.
and F. w. Mack, treasurer.
The project, "The Synthesis of Also John Snowden, James D.
Some Potential Purine Antagon- Stone, Thurman Clardy and P.
ists," will tett substitution of W. Mack were initiated into
purine molecules for stopping Alpha Tau Alpha.
normal cell development. Purines are a type of molecule involved in preparing nucleic acids
by plant and animal cells — a
process essential in cell division.
Compounds will be screened
at the Cancer Chemotherapy National Service Center in Washington.
Former Research
Dr. Dinwiddie formerly conducted sponsored research here
on plant growth regulators for
the Atomic Energy Commission.
A native of Penns Grove, N.
J., he came to Clemson in 1948
as an assistant professor and was
promoted to associate professor
In 1951. He Is a graduate of
Randolph-Macon and has a doctorate from the University of
Virginia.
He is secretary of the local
section of American Chemical
Society, South Carolina Academy
of Science representative on the
council of the AAAS, a fellow of
the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, a lieutenant in the Naval Reserve Association, and chairman of the
chemical alumni association,
University of Virginia.

Alpha Tau Alpha
Names Officers
For Coming Year

J. M. Rush Is
Deleg<ate At
National Meet

MOTHER'S DAY CARDS
and

CANDY

L C. MARTIN
DRUG CO.

CLEMSON, S. C.

All February graduates who wish
to receive their rings on schedule
please order by May 15.

SUPER-WJWST0M
PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

The Society of American Military Engineers presented
three movies Tuesday, May 6. The first was a captured
German film about the German paratroopers. The battles filmed were the encounters as the Germans moved"
across the Netherlands.
The second film was on paratrooper training at Fort Ben- the control of the city lasted over
ning, Georgia. The film covered a week, and one regiment alone
the three weeks of basic jump suffered over eleven hundred
training. It stressed physical fit- casualties. The film graphically
ness, training and the basic pro- showed how the troops literally '
cedures in jumping and landing. fought to take land that was
The third film shown told the measured in yards. No daring
story of the effort expanded by blitzkrieg was this, but the unthe Fifth U. S. Army in the cap- glamorous fight of the infantry;'
ture of San Pietro, Italy, in the who has rightly earned the title
march up the Italian boot. This of, "Queen of Battle."
battle was one of the longest and At the meeting next week, the
bloodiest in the annals of U. S. Society will elect officers for
military history. The battle for next year.

AIA Strives To Create
Interest In Art
By MANUK DIARBEKIRIAN
"Art, in the broadest meaning of the word, is anything man-made." This statement by Mr. McClure, Dean
of the School of Architecture, is among the proposals
which has driven the Clemson student chapter of the
American Institute of Architects to such an ambitious
project as the sponsoring of an art show to be held on the
Clemson campus on May 10th and 11 open to all Clemson
students and with cash prizes of five dollars for each of
the three categories—oils, water-colors (including casein),
and pen and ink and pencil drawings.
To Dean McClure, an architect is something of a
creative artist, a social scientist, and a technically competent man. The role of the student chapter of the AIA
here at Clemson includes the fostering of the Arts, in particular architecture, the only art which we live in.
The first student AIA-sponsored art show which included note-worthy entries from non-architectural students was held last year at the YMCA was a success.
This year the show will be held along the sidewalk from
the Administration Building to Riggs Hall.

The Juniors

majoring in architecture have built panels and a kiosk
for the displays. The entries will be judged on Saturday.
Dub Corkern, president of the Clemson AIA, student
chapter, said: "The purpose of the show is to create interest in the Arts among Clemson students." Other projects of the Clemson student AIA chapter included the
promotion of speakers for the series of the Architectural
Foundation, a delegation which went to Washington for
the convention of student AIA chapters, and the decoration for the party held at the annual business meeting
of the state AIA which convened in Clemson in January.
The wives of architectural students have formed a student wives' AIA at Clemson for the purpose of developing
an interest in architecture. An important facet of the
student AIA chapter lies in its close relationship with
the architectural staff.

LEE S AMOCO STATION
"Your Friendly Amoco Dealer of Clemson"

* WASHING
* GREASING
* ROAD SERVICE
"Service Is Our Motto"

B. F. LEE, Manager

Phone 2696

HE SOUP

•#
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Phi Kappa Phi Will Initiaie
Twenty - Six Members Next Week
The Clemson Chapter of the
Phi Kappa Phi, Honorary Society,
will initiate eight seniors and
. eighteen juniors on May 13, 1958
Two members of the Junior Class,
Joseph T. Bailey, a ceramic engineering major, and Mrs. Louis Cooper Shi»ley, an arts and science
major, have tied for top honors,
since each has a cumulative gradepoint-ratio of 4.00 for the first five
semesters in college. Both are
graduates of Calhoun-Clemson
High School and on Scholarship
Recognition Day each received a
cash prize of $25.00 and one years
free membership in the society. To
be eligible for membership in Phi
Kappa Phi, a student must attain
a grade-point-ratio of 3.50 in his
first five semesters at Clemson or
a 3.20 as a senior.
In addition to Mr. Bailey and
Mrs. Shigley, the following students have been selected as candidates for membership: Seniors—
Michael Bosnak, a major in entomology from Clemson; J. C. Edwards, Jr., a major in civil engineering from Cowpens; Pete Marinos, a major in electrical engineering from Greenville; Henry C.
Martin, a major in pre-medicine
from Liberty; Jerry H. Meyerson,

a major in chemical engineering
from Spartanburg; Mrs. Virginia
C. Skelton, a major in education
from Clemson; James W. Hampton,
a major in mechanical engineering from Belton; and Hugh G. Parris, a major in electrical engineering from Gaffney.
Juniors—Harold T. Arant, a
major in animal husbandry from
Bowman; Joseph T. Bailey, a major in ceramic engineering from
Clemson; Robert H. Barker, a major in textile chemistry from Washington, D. C; Charles H. Barron,
Jr., a major in arts and science
from Seneca; Robert H. Cureton,
majoring in arts and science from
Clemson; Ross L. Goble, a major
in mechanical engineering from
Pine Castle, Pla.; Herbert D. Hendricks, a major in physics from
Pendleton; James D. Hogg, a major in chemical engineering from
Greenville; Dong Wha Kim, a major in textile engineering from

Seoul, Korea; Donald E. Kincaid,
a major in physics from Anderson;
John B. Knobeloch, a major in
chemical engineering from Florence; States M. McCarter, a major
in agriculture engineering from
York; William C. Mills, a major in
agriculture engineering
from
Blackstock; James H. Monroe, a
major in arts and science from
Clemson; Hanry H. Rerkins, a
major in textile chemistry from
Florence; Mrs. Louise C. Shigley,
a major in arts and science from
Clemson; Norman'P. Welborn, Jr.,
a major in arts and science from
Liberty; and John A. Wells, a major in pre-medicine from Columbia.
The initiation scheduled for next
Tuesday afternoon at 5:30 will be
held in The Clemson House and
will be followed by a banquet. The
speaker at the banquet will be the
Rev. J. H. Kohler, Superintendent
of the Methodist Church in the

Greenville District, and a member
of the cabinet of the Bishop of the
South Carolina Conference. Mr.
Kohler is a graduate of Emory University and is distinguished as a
scholarly speaker. He has served
as a minister for more than twenty
years and has taught in youth assemblies and conference training
schools. He is a former pastor of
St. John's Methodist Church, Anderson.
Dr. J. W. Jqnes, Director of Agriculture Teaching, is president of
the Clemson Chapter, and George
E. Stembridge, animal husbandry
senior from Ellijay Georgia is the
Vice-president. Stembridge recently was awarded one of four
$25.00 graduates fellowship in competition with top students from
other land-grant colleges throughout the nation. Other local officers
include John B. Gentry, secretarytreasurer; and Professor Emory A.
Gunnin Journal Correspondent.

Why Student Government ?

(ACP)—St. Mary's University
While regarding the lethargic should do but those who try to
of Texas RATTLER ran this for state of the St. Mary's so-called provide a laboratory in citizenspring election candidates and student government, we came ship feel like a voice crying in the
voters consideration.
across these lines written by wilderness.
Dean W. P. Shofstall of Arizona
"If we do not have a system of
State University.
real student government in our
"Some facts which have been schools, a system patterned after
established by research in Ameri- our state and national governcan universities over the past ten ments, where or how will stuyears were recently compiled in dents learn to want to vote in
book form by Philip E. Jacobs. our form of government, to want
to participate in civic affairs,
Dr Frank K. Pittman, director of the Office of Indus- These facts:
'"Fact 1. College and university etc.? Where? The critics of stutrial Development, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, was students
seem to lack conviction dent government must answer
the guest speaker here for the Seminar on Utilization of in regard to the capacity or need that!
Radioisotopes in Textiles, April 24-25.
for people to govern themselves.
"Active participation in governDr. Pittman addressed the seminar participants at a While, political cynicism may not ment has to be learned, and if it
the predominant mood on the is to be learned it has to be
12:30 p.m. luncheon, Thursday, April 24, in The Clemson be
campus,
political
indifference taught. It can be taught only
House.
surely is.
through experience in self governWith AEC since 1949, in high]——
Fact 2. There is little or no ment.
positions, Dr. Pittman gave the his present post in December evidence that students who have
"The student who is satisfied
major general talk of the two- 1957, to develop overall Commis- taken courses in political science, to do his classwork and take adday meeting. More than 15 out- sion policy and procedures for history, or the social sciences in vantage of activities furnished
standing
speakers,
nationally- growth and development of 'a general are any different from for him, not by him, will almost
known in their respective fields, peaceful atom.'
those who major in other fields, certainly be satisfied after gradu.
appeared on the joint manageA Californian, Dr.
Pittman in their attitude toward, or their ation to let the politicians run
ment-technical program.
earned B. E. and M. S. degrees active involvement in local, state his government for him, and will
Representatives of the South
from Vanderbilt in 1936 and '37, natioal, or international affairs. seldom even vote or take civic
Carolina Textile industry; na"Fact 3. When what is called responsibility so long as he has
and the Ph. D. in inorganic
tional, regional and state textile chemistry from
Massachusetts 'laboratory practices' are intro- a job, social security, is at peace,
organizations and textile schools Institute of Technology in 1941. duced, students' interest in pub- has schools, parks, highways, and
studied the application of iso- He served on the MIT faculty lic affairs increase, their judg- other things he wants. Can the
topes to textile uses. It was the from 1940 to 1943, when he joined ment on political and social is- critics of student government
first in a proposed series of simi- Corhart Refractories, Louisville, sues seem to mature and their deny this? Why should he sudlar pioneering seminars in this Ky., as a research chemist.
sense of personal involvement in denly turn into a good citizen afcountry.
citizenship improves.
ter graduation?
In 1944 he was placed in charge
Dr. Pittman joined the AEC in
"Briefly then, first, university
"Knowledge alone, even in hisof
plutonium
production
at,
the
1949 as chief of the Feed Materstudents, citizens of tomorrow, tory or social science, does not
ials Branch, and served success- Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory. have become indifferent about give the kind of citizens we must
ively as assistant director for He is credited with the import- participation in government; sec- have to preserve our democracy.
operations and deputy director in ant development of a method of ond, courses in political sciences This is proved by research.
the Division of Production, which separation of hafnium from zin- don't make them less indifferent;
"Why student government? The
oversees the production of fis- conium.
and third, we know what we answer is why education? Is
The textile seminar on radiosionable materials.
Early in 1955, he became de- isotopes was sponsored by the
puty director of the Division of Clemson School of Textiles in co- LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
Civilian Application, newly-for- operation with the Regional Admed to issue license, regulations visory Council on Nuclear Energy,
and authorizations for access to Southern Governors' Conference;
restricted data in the promotion South Carolina Textile Manufacof civilian use of atomic energy. turers' Association, and the U. S.
The speaker was elevated to Atomic Energy Commission.

Members Of Textile Seminar
Hear Speech By Dr. Pittman
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Clemson Brick Has
Reproduced Family
With guarded optimism and without fanfare, the
much publicized 'Clemson Brick' of two years ago has
reproduced a 'family' of new products at Clemson.
In 1956, the ceramic engineering department here, in
research sponsored by the Zonolite Company of Travelers
Rest, announced the development of a new lightweight
structural brick which could be nailed, sawed and grooved
like wood.
The product was the result of
a
heretofore
little
exploited
South
Carolina
raw material
called vermiculite, mixed with
clay for firing.
Today, South Carolina vermiculite research in Olin Hall,
Clemson's modern ceramic engineering plant, has further resulted in:
A refractory insulation, commercially produced by companies
in Columbus, O., and Los Angeles, Calif.
Insulating blocks for lining
furnaces,
also
commercially
marketed.
Pre-cast sections for prefabricated chimneys, now being tested
by an Illinois company.
Roofing slabs, being tested for
markets in California, Texas
and Florida.
Concrete blocks, now in an advanced research stage.
The key to vermiculite's mushrooming success as a new, exciting building material is its immense versatility, says Professor
G. C. Robinson, head of the
Clemson department.
One of the latest advance*
here is its conversion to a feasible roofing slab. A pilot run in
Clemson kilns, so far encouraging, is now in progress. A roofing
slab from this material, relates
Robinson, weighs only 24 pounds
per cubic foot. The conventional
concrete slab weighs 150 pounds
per cubic foot.
The lightweight slab applies no
increase in the roof's load, says
Robinson, and provides improved
insulation. When the roof is constructed, no insulation or painting is required. The finish is fired
on in a varity of colors:
A fireproof quality is an important factor in the development of vermiculite for concrete
blocks. Increased insulation in
the walls prevents fire from
reaching the steel in structures
far , more effectively than con-

crete, research proves. Steel does
net burn, but buckles and loses
strength.
The 'Clemson block* will permanently hold a nail. Robinson
reports that initial success in
driving nails into the 'Clemson
Brick,' a softer product, was
tempered by inconsistency in
holding.
The material has been used
successfully as a combustion liner for oil burners. The advantages include a better ignition of
fuel; a rapid buildup in surface
temperature, producing a smokeless fire; and less fuel cost.
Vermiculite research here is
conducted by Robinson and his
two-man staff, Dr. Hugh Wilson
and Clifford Fain; company researchists, and part-time student
assistants. Some of the processing, Robinson explains, such as
firing which requires a 24-hour
watch, offers more work than
students can often handle.
Testing of the native South
Carolina material is also being
directed today in approximately
15 states, following the 1956 unveling of the 'Clemson Brick.'
The center of this growing,
nationally-watched activity, Olin
Hall, was built in 1953 with a
$630,000 grant from the Olin
Foundation, of which $180,000
was invested
in
equipment.
Clemson College and the state of
South Carolina joined here April
12 at an appreciation luncheon,
to honor Foundation President
Charles L. Horn, of Minneapolis;
Vice-President James O. Wynn,
of New York, and Treasurer
Ralph Clark, of Chicago.
South Carolina is second only
to Montana in vermiculite production. Ten years ago it was not
known to exist in this state, and
prior to the establishment of a
ceramic engineering department
at Clemson, not a single ounce
of vermiculite had been mined.
Original mines at Tigerville,
there much sense in being educat near Greenville, are no longer in
ed only to find yourself living in operation but a processing plant
a police state? This wouldn't is still maintained at Travelers'
have made much sense to our Rest. Currently, deposits are befounding fathers. Are we dif ing mined in Spartanburg Counferent from them?"
ty near Enoree.

SODA FOUNTAIN - - MODEL PLANES
SHAVING SUPPLIES

CLEMSON SODA SHOP
AND BUS STATION

fhe darin|
young lady i»

SHE STARTED SOMETHING — this winsome chauffeurette of 50 years ago! She
sometimes scorched down the road at 20 m.p.h.
(except against a strong wind or when the batteries needed recharging).
But daredevil that she was, our fair Ke1*>in8
would pale to see her darling daughter as she
pilots the famitt station wagon through 1958
traffic on her daffy rounds to school, supermarket,
and train.
And her housewifely duties don't end there.
Sometimes she even helps earn the family income
— always has a big say in spending it And
whether or not a family has a regular savings]
program usually depends on her.
That's why so many women are the instigators
of a regular investment program in U. S. Savings
Bonds. They know that U. S. Series E Savings
Bonds are one of the best investments a family
can make. The principal invested in Bonds is
safe. The returns are sure. And now every Series
E Bond pays a new, higher interest —3%%]
when held to maturity!
If you're one of today's daring young ladies
of the flying horsepower, you undoubtedly take
an active interest in your family's future financial security. Remember — one of the best ways
to do something about it is to encourage your
husband to start investing regularly in Savings
Bonds todayl
">, Part of every "American's savings
' belongs in V. S. Savings Bonds
The V. S. Government does not pay for this advertising.
The Treasury Department thanks, for their patriotic
donation, [he Advertising Council and

\L//

Agricultural Council Elects
States McCarter As President
The Clemson College Agriculture Council held its
annual election of officers for the coming year.
States McCarter, Agricultural
Education rising senior from Clover, S. C. was elected Chairman and
Animal Husbandry rising senior
Todd Arant, Bruner, S. C, was
named as the new Vice-Chairman.
Billy Ray Abercrombie, an Agricultural Education rising senior
from Fountain Inn, S. C, was
named the new Secretary-Treasurer. Rufus C. Sherard Agricultural economics rising senior from
Calhoun Falls, S. C, was named as
the new Publicity Chairman.
The Agricuture Council is made
up of new Presidents of all the
Agriculture Clubs on our campus.
The purpose of the agriculture
council is to coordinate the agriculture club and to encourage high

Cramming
for Exams?

school students to come to Clemson and do agriculture work. The
new members are, Bruce Bates,
Agronomy Club, Williston; Russel
Roberts, Dairy Club, Seneca; Bill
Brunner, Forestry Club, Clemson;
John M. Howard, Horticulture
Club, Lake Bulter, Fla., Charlie
Toal, Poultry Club, Columbia; Andy
Cross, F.F.A. Club, Cross; and
Frank Sautherland, College 4-H
Club, Abbeville.
Plans were made by the Council
to serve as sponsor of Rural Youth
Day on Aug. 11, and 12 during
Farm and Home Week here at
Clemson this summer. The agriculture council will serve as leaders
and guides.

BANK ROBBERS often try to get rich through no vault of their own;
So often, in fact, that bank oflicials rarely get rattled by ordinary
hold-ups. But sometimes the gangsters go too far. Sometimes (Curses!)
they lift the officials' Luckies! That dastardly act is bound to cause
real Banker Rancor! Why? Simple. Every Lucky (You can bank on
this!) tastes like a million bucks. Every Lucky is made of fine tobacco
... naturally light, good-tasting tobacco, toasted to taste even better.
But don't accept our account—check it yourself. Get Luckies right now!

WHAT IS A DISAGREEMENT
BETWEEN INSECTS?

WHAT IS A SPANISH BOTTLE?

► VftJ^yES—T HAVE YO£ AffiXATlON HRE SOMfflACF."
EVELYN JYLKKA.
U. OF MASS.

Tiger Tavern

Gnat Spat

WHAT IS A SIOUX SECRETARY?

JOE JORDAN.
WASHBURNU.

Basque Flask

WHAT IS A SARCASTIC NEWLYWED?

A Delightful Coffee Shop With Fountain
Fight "Book Fatigue" Safely
STour doctor will tell you—a
NoDoz Awakener is safe as an
average cup of hot, black coffee. Take a NoDoz Awakener
when you cram for that exam
...or when mid-afternoon
brings on those "3 o'clock cobwebs." You'll find NoDoz gives
you a lift without a letdown...
helps you snap back to normal
■»nd fight fatigue safely!
•cmoaty sir*
c to*?)*
(for Creek Row ond

^«*»-^-35

Dorms) 60 fobleti—

ivopgz
AWAKENER*

fiQf
JJQ

Service
Located in the Lobby of

CLEMSON HOUSE
Open After Dances On Friday and
Saturday Nights

CIGARETTES

LIGHT UP A
t»A. T. Coji

SAFE AS COFFEE

TIME'S RUNNING OUT! Better get
your Sticklers in fast! (You
haven't lived if you haven't
Stickled!) Sticklers are simple riddles with two-word
rhyming answers. Both
words must have the same
number of syllables. (Don't
do drawings.) Send stacks
of 'em with your name, address, college and class to
Happy-Joe-Lucky,Box67A,
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

MORRIS FILLER.
BROWN

Tribe Scribe

WHAT IS A PLAID SAMPLE?

ROBERT SCHAEFER.
RUTGERS

Scotch Swatch

CLLEN RAPSON.

Snide Bride

GEORGE WASHINGTON V.

WHAT IS A PHONY SHELLFISH*

JANETTE WITKOWSKI.

Sham Clam

WASHINGTON STATE CO LI-

SMOKE-LIGHT UP A LUCKY!
Produd <f <^<dme*ieanc/e^ea^
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Mrs. Ann Haskell Announced Winner Of
Sigma Tau Epsilon Short Story Contest
$50.00 Cash Prize
Given For Entry

This is—SENIOR DAY!!! Clemson seniors are shown above engaging in one of their
•
many shenanigans.

Cooper Honorary Member Of Hew Members Are
Gamma Sigma Delta Society Named By Numeral
Dr. H. P. Cooper, dean emeritus of the School of Agriculture and professor emeritus of agronomy, has been
elected to honorary membership of Gamma Sigma Delta,
the national honor society of agriculture by the Clemson
chapter.
Dr. Cooper, who retired last June
will be initiated at the annual
spring banquet late this month.
Each year the Clemson membership honors outstanding alumni,
faculty and students.
The honoree has served Clemson since 1922 as assistant professor, professor and head of agronomy, dean of agriculture and director of the S. C. Experiment Station.
Dr. Cooper graduated in agronomy from Clemson in 1911, earned
his master's degree in soils from
Wisconsin in 1916 and the doctorate in soils from Cornell in 1922.
He is internationally known in
the fields of mineral nutrition of
plants, energy properties of nutrient salts, soil science and plant
physiology. Presently, he is receiving national recognition for
his theories on acute bloat in cattle.
Dr. Cooper is a Fellow of the
American Society of Agronomy, of
which he was president in 1950-51,
and served as president of the Association of Southern Agricultural
Workers Conference in 1937. He is
a member of the Chemical Society, Society of Plant Physiology, Soil
lean Society of Agronomy, and the
ican Society of Agronomy, and the
International Soil Science Socie-

ty, all professional organizations;
and Sigma Xi, Alpha Zeta, Phi
Kappa Phi, all honorary organizations.
Officers of the Clemson chapter
of Gamma Sigma Delta are Dr.
Victor Hurst, associate professor of
dairy science, president; Dr. W. P.
Byrd, associate agronomist, vicepresident; Dr. H. G. Allbritten,
head, soil testing, secretary-treasurer, and Dr. J. M. Stepp, professor of agricultural economics, reporter.
LITTLE MAN

Society At Meeting

The Numeral Society, campus
ervice organization, recently elected new members at the last meeting, May 1. Those elected were
Doug Cline, Rutherford, N. C;
Ronnie Crow, McColl, S. C; Carl
DeVane, Florence, S. C; Ronnie
Ellis, Aiken, S. C; William Hill,
Greenville, S. C; Clayton Lowder,
Sumter, S. C.j Bill McElrath, Canton, N. C; John Ridgill, Manning,
S. C; Jim Scott, Gaffney, S. C.
Also Warren Scoville, Florence,
S. C; Dean West, Union, S. C;
Paul Wright, Greenville, S. C; and
Bill Wysong, Florence, S. C. The
informal initiation period will begin May 12 and continue through
Friday, May 16. The informal initiation will end with a formal introduction to the society next Friday night.

Bibler

The winner of Sigma Tau Epsilon's short story contest was Mrs. Ann Haskell, an English major from Arlington, Virginia. Ann and her husband Rodger live at 115
Jersey Lane in Clemson. Rodgers is a graduating senior
from Beaufort, South Carolina.
Ann attended George Washington University one year
before coming to Clemson. She left the university to raise
a family. She and Rodger have three boys: Dean, 9 years
of age; Mark, 3 years; and Peter, age IVz years. The
Haskells are members of the Holy Trinity Episcopal
Church in Clemson.
At present Ann is not a regular
student at Clemson, but she will
be this summer. Writing is not a
new thing to her because she has
written several stories before, such
as children's stories and adventure
stories. It may also be mentioned
that Ann types thesis and term
papers at home in her spare time.
Ann decided to enter the Sigma
Tau Epsilon literary contest at the
suggestion of her English professor. Ironic as it may seem, she had
never written a short story of the
type before. Her entry was one
of five stories receiving consideration. These other entries included, "I Ain't Ever Going Home
Again," by Gus Moore, "The Great
Reunion," by Tom Anderson III,
"Lonely Gin," by Melvin Long, and
"Wild Seed," by Elbert Porter.
Ann's basic idea for her story
came from the fact that she likes
thort stories by O. Henry. She
spent eighteen to twenty hours
composing and writing the story.
The prize money amounted to
$50. Her only comment on what
she was going to do with the prize
money was, "I intend to use the

money for baby sitting fees next
semester.
Here is her prize-winning story
11

The Deep,

Rich Purple"
The compact red columns col
lapsed into piles of nickles and
dimes as their disciplining bank
wrappers were removed. The noon
rush was over and the cash drawer
Was almost empty. Six boxes of
Chiclets, eleven cigars and three
cartons of cigarettes restored the
counter to a state of plenty.
Eula Morgan hooked her heel
over the rung of the high stool and
gloomily settled back to wait the
three o'clock coffee break. Her
eyes roamed the store for some
diversion: the paddle in the halfempty orange drink container was
still laboring through its insipid
liquid, leaving bright orange flecks
of residue in its wake; the ridiculous pyramid of fruit behind the
counter was composed of the same

yellowed limes, each precisely cen- certain of it. They'd keep her . . . incredulously. Against mink anytering a paper doily; the girl on
'Eula," broke in the wispy little thing looks good, though. Mink!
the Noxzema ad, unpealing a strap counter girl, "its a sack dress. I "All my life," she broke off, sobbing with self pity, unable to say
from her burned snoulder, grimac- gotta date; how do I look?"
ed with the pain that she was con- The girl seemed so incredibly more.
demned to bear all of her card- young that Eula was infuriated.
After thirty-five minutes Eula
board existence.
reentered
the maelstream of Wal"Like a filing cabinet," the older
green's drugstore. Seeing her redThe desperate woman flailed woman spat out maliciously.
rimmed eyes, the temporary guarabout for a rescue from her
thoughts, but she was returned Today she felt her forty-three dian of the cash register pocketed
again to the note in her poeket years as if each were a separate her well-rehearsed tirade and"'1rewhich lay, heavy as a living malig- weight suspended from her should- tracted to her dominion beneath
nancy, against her body. The mes- ers. She nervously pealed off long the fan-shaped display of comb.
suage which all parents of eloping red strips of "Really You" polish, Eula peeled the top "Evehlng
children receive was written on the lisregarding the misery of an after- Star" off its sway-shaped stack.
back of a torn blue square of pap- noon with naked fingernails. She Here was something diverting at
er, a scrap of some ancient note. lit a. cigarette, only to see a green last. 'President Sukarno announcIt was a simple message, economi- counter stub approaching. The ed .. .,' 'Grace and the prince'.'. .'
cally stated, as if to make the cigarette was hastily, but expertly, (Mrs. Kelly's husband used to" be
wound it would inflict less painful. placed on the shelf below the cash a bricklayer and they invite '.her
Eula had accepted that with re- register. As the coffee hour gained to the palace. No, absolutely no.
signation; it was the fragmentary momentum it lay there, untouched, She refused to think of it anymessage on the face, a few short adding still another black scallop more.) 'Heart Fund Drive opened
words from his mother to Eula's to the burned edge of the shelf. by the city's leading Matron, Mrs.
new, unknown, son-in-law, that "Break," Eula hurled over Talliferro . . . '—that name again;
had caused the agony: "Son—I'll shoulder in the direction of the she couldn't escape it.
be gone til five. Mrs. Talliferro cosmetics girl an hour-and-a-half She pulled out the note again.
will be here ..." the rest had been later. She grabbed the mammoth It contained all that she knew,
ripped away. Mrs. Talliferro I His purple handbag which some sales, all that she felt she needed to
mother's friend! Mrs. Talliferro, girl had called "dramatic" and left know: "Son—Won't be back til five.
who possessed the bluest of blood. the room, little caring whether her Mrs. Talliferro will be here . . . ."
"Poor Shirl, poor little chicken," station has been manned or not. It represented the glittering, exwhimpered Eula, picturing her She plodded up the two flights to cluding world of her daughter's
daughter in a maze of teacups, but- the employees' rest room, ready to new existence. Eula's brass was
now completely corroded by a
lers, and finger bowls. "She'll be attack her face.
swamped in all that society stuff, The room's single overhead light luxurious wave of mink coats,
all those forks beside her place. cast grey, crescent-shaped shad- beauty treatments, and servants.
ows on the sagging skin beneath The late afternoon sun beat
Bet she won't even know . . ."
PackaLuckies," a voice inter- her eyes; her lipstick had the ap- dGwn on a trash can in Westside
pearance of caked, dried blood; Park. In another moment the last
rupted.
Eula rang up the sale and obedi- the flaking mascara had sprinkled morsel of chocolate would melt off
ently returned to her reverie. Shir- a film of smudge over the crevices the candy wrapper and obliterate
ley, little Shirley with that sappy between her brows. His mother the round neat writing on the torn
look on her face. She should have could afford . massages and hor- blue piece of paper below it which
known. No mother was ever closer mone cream, even a face lift, she read, simply " . . .to pick up her
to her daughter. Why, they went thought, staring at her reflection laundry. Love, Mother."
everywhere together. People al
ways thought they were a couple
of sisters; everybody said they
didn't know who was oldest. Sure
Ihey did. The apartment would be
GREENVILLE, S. C.
so lonely. She wouldn't even see
"Complete
Outfitters
for Men, Young Men and Students"
her Shirl on weekends; they'd
never let her come back. She was
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Sherard Wins
Summer Award
Rufus C. Sherard, Calhoun
Falls junior in agricultural economics, has been awarded a 1958
William H. Danforth Summer Fellowship.
The selection was announced by
Earl A. Sindercuse, director of
public relations, Ralston Purina
Co., in St. Louis, Mo. It is based
on scholarship and exceptional extra-curricular endeavor.
Sherard has been an officer of
the Block and Bridle Club, for
animal husbandry students, two
years, and on the staff of 'The
Agrarian,' School of Agriculture
publication, as associate editor and
business manager, three years.
He is also a member of the Senior Council; Alpha Zeta, honorary
agricultural professional fraternity;
the Executive Sergeants Club, Society for the Advancement of Management, Agricultural Economics
Society, and the Abbeville-McCormick Club.
The fellowship, a four-weeks
(July 27-August 24) award, covers expenses for a two-weeks St.
Louis program in manufacturing,
commercial research, distribution,
advertising and personnel, and
two weeks of leadership training
at the American Youth Foundation

'^lifi*!?0 °^K Y0UK GRAPES rP SAY YOU BOTH RAP
SEVERAL FACTORS WORKING AGAINST YOU- THE FACULTY/

REMEMBER MOTHER
On Mother's Day,
Sunday, May 11th
Select Your Gifts For Mother Now at

Clemson Jewelers
"Country Gentlemen's Jewelers"

CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

GRADUATE
THEN FLY
The Air Force pilot or navigator is a man of
many talents. He is, first of all, a master of
the air—and no finer exists. In addition, he
has a firm background in engineering, electronics, astro-navigation and allied fields.
Then, too, he must show outstanding qualities of initiative, leadership and self-reliance.
He is, in short, a man eminently prepared for

an important career in the new Age of Space.
As a college graduate, you will be given
priority consideration for the Air Force
Aviation Cadet Program. While openings are
limited, you will be tested and advised immediately of qualification status. Find out if you
measure up. Paste the attached coupon on a
post card and mail it now.

U. S. AIR FORCE AVIATION CADET PROGRAM

J

******

-College-Zone

State-

******

DAN'S DRIVE-IN
Open for Breakfast

Cheeseburgers

******

Name.—
Street.
Citf—

WILL BE

Hamburgers

Hamburger Steak

MAIUTHIS COUPON TODAY
Aviation Cadet Information, Dept. C-21
Box 7608, Washington 4, D. C.
Please send me details on my opportunities as an Aviation Cadet in th# I
U. S. Air Force. I ara a U. S. citizen, between the ages of 19 and 26% and a
resident of the U. S. or possessions. I ara interested in □ Pilot D Navigator
training.

WE WILL BE OPEN FOR THE DANCES
FRIDAY NIGHT 2:00 A. M.

SATURDAY NIGHT 1:00 A. M.

at- 6:00 A. M.
STARTING THIS WEEK
For the Dances, DAN'S
DRIVE-IN will follow this
schedule: -- Friday Night,
2:00 A. M. or Mer; Saturday Night: --1:00 A. M. or
later.

* * * * ir *
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Racketeers In ACC Tourney
By BOB BURNS
The 1958 Atlantic Coast Conference Tennis Tournament, which will be held at Chapel Hill, will see the Beni1
~ f?"keteers in their last action of the season.

By JERRY AUSBAND

Tigers Are On Way Now
At this time last week, chances for the Tigers coming
out on top in the Atlantic Coast Conference baseball race
looked pretty dim. But, at that time Clemson hadn't
beaten Duke and State, and Wake Forest hadn't turned
the tables on North Carolina. Neither had our friends
from the Bird College in Columbia upset Duke. By virtue of these few happenings, the Tigers are once again on
top of the conference standings—a position that, if campus
excitement tells the tale, will not be lost.
At present the Tigers are firmly in front of the pack
with one and possibly two more games to go. South Carolina is the last scheduled conference game, but the game
with Duke will more than likely have to be rescheduled.
North Carolina, the Tigers' only competitor with Duke
having lost four games already, has many more games to
go—at least many more than the two Clemson has. The
Tar Heels, as this column predicted last week, have lost
"at least one more game," and they have to play the conference's hottest team, with four straight victories, Wake
Forest again. This game in itself could mean the difference between the Tigers' winning or being in a tie.
Should the North Carolinians manage to get by
all the rest of their games without losing, they would
wind up with a 12-2 record, while Clemson, should it
not play Duke before the end of the season, would
have an 11-2 assuming a victory over the Gamecocks
in Columbia tomorrow night. This would necessitate
the Tigers having to play and beat the Blue Devils in
order to at least tie for the championship. This would
also be the situation should Clemson wind up with an
11-2, and North Carolina is beaten at least once more.
In that case, the Tigers would be required to play the
game in order to see whether they kept their league
lead or dropped into a first place tie.
The only situation which would keep the Tigers from
playing Duke once again would be for the Tar Heels to
lose two more games. This, we hope and expect, will be
the case. Though Clemson and North Carolina have both
based their teams on sophomore ability, the Tigers'
strength has been observed to be better than North Carolina's. We expect the Tar Heels to be knocked off by
Wake Forest, and Duke possibly. Duke's conference
champion defenders are no slouches, but they simply have
the will to whip North Carolina, whereby they do not
to whip the Tigers. Duke and North Carolina have the
same rivalry as do Clemson and South Carolina.
Though the game tomorrow night could hold the
same meaning, the Gamecocks have yet to exhibit any
of the strength which the Tigers have so far. Of
course, as they say, anything can happen when Clemson and Carolina play, but we expect the Tigers to
take the game in a walk. That should mean the
conference championship.

The Tig tennis men, who, in most
c... ..i am past, have ended up
spectators after the first few
rounds, will definitely have two of
the top contenders this year. Such
expectations lie on the Tigs Mohammed Nasim and Sonny Sumner, both of whom are capable of
going all the way when playing at
their best.
Some of the top collegiate players in this section of the country
will see action against each other
during the tournament. The seeding arrangements for the tourney
should produce an interesting
problem for there are some eight
or ten players capable of taking
the top spot on a good day. But
no matter who claims the top
seeds, many upsets should be in
store during the whole tourney.
The top players in the conference will include Jackson
Yang of Maryland, Don Rhomhilt
of Duke, Nasim and Sumner of
Clemson, and the entire University of North Carolina squad.
Bill Bortner playing the number
one position ahead of his teammate, Steve Banks, who was
seeded top in last year9 meet, may
possibly draw the top position.

Tears In Our Beer
For the past two years, I have been knocking out
sports for this newspaper. Now, they say we are going
to a higher position, one with more prestige. We believe
that for we know the job which I am stepping into is becoming infinitely more difficult for the coming year.
Yet, it makes one wonder just how much higher a
person can go. To be associated with such a fine
bunch of guys and gals as the athletes and cheerleaders of this college, to know such fine people as are
over in the field house, and to recognize just what
college spirit is after two years of searching—these
things are hard to leave. Of course, there is no leaving, just a parting of immediate association.
We'll miss the talks with coaches about their teams,
the bull sessions with all the coaches about things in
general, the trips here and yon just to see the Tigers, the
secret sessions when someone wants something done, and
the turbulent sessions when someone wants something
undone. We'll miss the assocation with sports writers
around the two states, and we'll dread the thought of not
having someone say, "Your column was lousy this week."
Two years continuous work in one field, especially in college, is hard to leave after making so many
close friends. The friendship is not lost, but, somehow, the closeness of being in the same racket is.
None of this could have been done without help, and,
perhaps, I owe most of this help to two people—Bob
Bradley and Frank Howard. Bob has been the man who
has helped without hesitation to fill up these pages many,
many weeks when news itself was scarce. He is the man
whom I owe my interest in journalism to. Frank Howard
path, who, when I was down and out, could cheer me up
or help me solve a personal problem. Yes, to these men,
I owe a lot for the past two years.
These two, however, are not all: I must pay tribute
to my own staff, both present and past, who had to put
up with a lot from me including those four a.m. stands;
to my colleagues on this paper and on other college
newspapers; to my photographers — Brogdon Nichols,
Gene Cantrell, and John Nowell, I owe a better page week
after week; to all the coaches for their patience and goodness, especially Press Maravich, Bill Wilhelm, Bob Jones,
and Banks McFadden; to the daily sports writers who had
to put up with my requests for old pictures and requests
for suggestions, especially Red Canup, Johnny Martin,
Jim Noyes, Mac McGrew, and Jim Anderson; and last, but
certainly not least, my parents and professors who had
to put up with a mixed up individual.
THANKS, ALL OF YOU!

draw the top position.
Yang, a very shrewd racketman,
who upset Banks in last years
tourney but later lost in the finals,
should also be considered. Rhomhilt, the Blue Devil star, has had
a fine year although losing to
Bortner in a very close match.

The top run produced in the
conference is still Tig shortstop
Bud Spiers who now leads with
23 RBI's. He is also tied with
Buddy Nidiffer of USC and Jack
Phillips of Wake Forest for the
most circuit clouts with four.
Bud is a .300 hitter.
Other ACC leaders are: Rex McMillan from Wake Forest with a
batting average of .420, taking over
the lead from Dick Hunter of N.
C. State, who slipped this past
week; Hunter with four triples is
the leader in this department; Buster Ledford, the second leading
batter with a .369 average, is leading in stolen bases, boasting 13;
Also, Danny Casteen, a .324
Wolfpack batter, has cracked out
six doubles for the lead in two baggers; Deacon hurler Bill Lovingood
has the leading won-lost record,
4-0, most strikeouts, Ben Tench
from Wake Forest with 67 whiffs
to his credit; and Wayne Young,
who is close to setting a record
(0.58) in the lowest ERA. The Tar
Heel hurler has limited the opposition to only 0.57 earned runs
per game.

Ben Geer Keys, playing number
five on the UNO squad, may very
likely be the dark horse of the
tourney.
The Bengals pair of Nasim and
Sumner are just as capable, or
more so, as the other contenders
in, the meet. Nasim has suffered
only one defeat during the season, that coming to Jack Yang
in straight sets. Sumner has lost
two conference matches, those
coming to Bortner and Rhomhilt, both of which ran very close.
As a doubles team they have
lost only one match, that being to
Bortner and Banks. Both of the
Bengal stars hope and feel, that
by playing at their best, that they
might bring back some titles to
Tiger Town.

The Clemson Cub track team
scored 51 points to take the state
freshman title. Despite a rained
soaked track, three records were
et and one record tied. Furman
was second with 42 points, Presbyterian third with 26 points, South
Carolina with 25 points. The Citadel with 13 and Wofford with 5
followed U. S. C.
Jimmy Moorhead of Clemson
ran a sparkling two mile in 10
minutes—34.3 seconds to take a
first place. Even on the soggy
track, Moorhead was only 13 seconds off the state freshman record.
Other first place winners for the
Cubs were Harold Smith in the
javelin with a winning throw of
153 feet 6% inches. In the broad
jump, Don Gneer turned in a winning jump of 20 feet even to take
a first place.

Furman's Charles Phillips set
two new records in the 880 run and
the mile run. His winnings times
were 2 minutesT9/10 seconds and
4 minutes-29 seconds respectively.
Bill Magan of U.S.C. set a new shot
put record with a throw of 44 feet
10 inches. Wofford's Bill Bradshaw
tied the existing state record of
15.4 seconds in the high hurdles.
High scorers for the Cubs were
Harold Merck with 7 1/4 points
and Moorhead with 6 1/4 points.
Stowe, with two more regular Merck placed second on the 880
scheduled games and two rained run and the mile run in addition
to running a lap on the winning reout games to play, has a good
lay team. Moorhead had a first
chance to break the conference place in the two mile and a lap
record of 10 wins in one season. on the relay team.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

6 A. M. — 12 P. M.
6 CHARCOAL STEAKS
* CURB SERVICE
it REAL PIT BAR-B-Q
CLEMSON HIGHWAY
-:ANDERSON, S. C

By BOB BURNS

All Games ^

W

L

Pet.

W

L

Pet.

10

2

.833

14

4

.778

8

2

.800

16

6

.761

Duke

6

4

.600

8

10

.444

N. C. State

6

6

.500

10

6

.625

Clemson
N. Carolina

.

Wake Forest

4

4

.500

9

6

.600

The 1958 Bengal tennis team, although not producing
as strong a squad as was expected of them during the
past season, still claims two of the best players that they
have ever had. These two fine racketeers are no other
than Mohammed Nasim and Sonny Sumner, who,
throughout the season have battled it out for the number
one spot.

Virginia

4

5

.444

4

7

.364

S. Carolina

4

11

.267

7

13

.350

Maryland

1

10

.091

3

13

.188

Sumner, a twenty-one year old native from
ville, is married to the former Miss Sibyll Eskew
Greenville and resides here in Clemson. Although
to Clemson in 1956, this is his first year on the
squad.

Basketballers Are Honored
During Annual Banquet

Greenalso of
coming
Bengal

Sumner became interested in tennis several years ago,
and under the guidance of Wilton McKinney, who has
done a fine job of developing the growth of tennis in
Greenville and the state, Sonny won the state junior
championship in 1954. Since then, he has been rated in
the South and presently ranks as the state's seventh best
player.
He attended his freshman year at Presbyterian College where, by playing against top notch players and
under the influence of fine coaching, he was able to increase his abilities.
Throughout the season, Sumner has held the number
one position the majority of the time by defeating Nasim
in two challenge matches. Although getting off to a slow
start at the beginning of the season, he has come along
rapidly to be a very strong Bengal contender. Sonny's
season record stands at won 7—lost 3, and in one of his
latest matches he easily topped the state's collegiate
champion.

(Note: North Carolina's all -games record includes a 7-7
tie, which counts as a half-game won and a half- game lost.)

At a supper meeting a few weeks
ago the basketball team met with
Coach Maravich and Dan Gentry
for their last get together as a
team. Those seniors there for the
last time were Ed Moncrief, Ed
Brinkley, and Vince Yockel.
The main purpose of this meeting was to give trophies for performances during the past season.
Coach Maravich spoke to the
members and introduced Mr.
Gentry who gave a short speech
and handed out the trophies
which he himself had bought.
The team's only junior, Doug
Hoffman received the Most Valuable, and steady Ed Brinkley was
awarded the Best Moral Booster.
George Krajack, an outstanding sophomore, earned the Most
Rebounds and Best Foul Shooting Percentage trophies. Vince
Yockel was chosen the Most
Valuable and received the Best

Nasim, potentially the best player the Tigs have ever
had, claimed himself national fame by ranking as the
number one player in his native country, Pakistan. By
representing his country in many European tournaments,
including four trips to Wimbledon, usually considered the
world's strongest and best tennis tournament, he has
gained the vitally needed skill and experience required
of a good player.
When first coming to the United States, Mohammed
had intended on going to the University of Texas, but
later decided to come to Clemson. The twenty-three
year old Pakistanian, majoring in Mechanical Engineer-

Field Goal Percentage for the
year.
It is the hope that from thia
supper will grow an annual banquet for all of Clemson's athletes.
ses3j=a=a=3=a=a=!

Help Wanted
One of America's leading
collegiate men's apparel
manufacturers requires "oncampus" agents. Prefer students entering sophomore
or junior year, fall semester,
1958. Excellent financial
remunerative opportunity.
Earnings in keeping with
your willingness to work.
Write to Box J291, Camp
Hill, Penn., giving brief resume of your collegiate activities.
SJ38=K3E353PS«»iI

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA

KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE
Delicious Charcoal Steaks
Our Specialty
Main Street,
Anderson, S. C.

(Continued on page 9)

You'll be Sittin on top of the world when you change to 11

by Dick Bibler

«W0W! HOW'S TH' CHOW TOCAYf
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HERMAN'S
OPEN AFTER THE FORMAL DANCE
Your Favorite Food and Beverages

THE SHINING TOWER
* FULL MEALS
* SANDWICHES

Con! . Games

Nasim And Sumner Lead
Tig Netters This Year

Stowe, Spiers
Leading ACC Cubs Take
State Meet

Tiger ace lefthander Harold
Stowe from Gastonia still is leading the ACC in most wins, although
he lost his first game of the season last week. His record is 9-1.
Sophomore rightfielder-pitcher
Bailey Hendley raised his batting
average from .327 to .364 last week
and thus moved from the nineteenth to the third leading batter
in ACC.

ACC Standings

SENECA HIGHWAY

liveModern flavor

Light into that
You get a more
effective filter
on todayfe L&M
Look for the patent number • • •
on every pack...your
assurance that you are getting
L'M's exclusive filtering action

FILTERS
MOOtTT t MYERS TOBACCO CO.

tf

Best tastiri smoke you'll ever find!

Put yourself behind the pleasure end of an L&M. Get the flavor, the
full rich taste of the Southland's finest cigarette tobaccos. The patented
Miracle Tip is pure white inside, pure white outside, as a filter
should be for cleaner, better smoking.
«H95SLI«:ETI&MYSBS TOBACCO CO.

THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"
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Track Team Closes Fine Season
Firday And Saturday At ACC Meet
By RICHARD SHICK
Open the ACC record book to any page this weekend,
and most probably you will find the old record scratched
out and a new one established as the Tiger thinclads
close out their 1958 season this Friday and Saturday at
Durham
The qualifying events will be
run Friday and the final Saturday way Snipes of South Carolina and
Virginia's Pat Whitaker, Clarence
at 2 p.m.
The top runners from all the Roberts and Henry Davenport are
ACC teams will be competing for expected to better this mark.
Wilbur Simmons is still the high
first place medals. Clemson will
enter their relay team composed point man for Clemson with 53
of Dan Chapman, Walt Uhlig, John points. He runs both the hurdles
Beason and John Dunkleburg. This and anchors the broad jump and
is the fastest team in Clemson his- pole vault corps.
Right behind him is John Duntory as they have broken the school
1
lecord three times thi9 year. The kelberg with 49 ,2% points, gaining
his
in
the
440,
880, mile relay
record now is 3:20.7.
and lately, the 220 yard dash.
They will have tough competi- Then comes Don Carver (38 1-3),
tion as the Duke team, which took the high jump, the discus and
the Perm Relays in 3:17.8 will be pole vault; Bob Ervin (30%), the
out to beat them and the meet dashes and low hurdles; Paul
record of "3:17.7, set by Maryland Snyder (29), the javelin, where he
two years.
ia undefeated, and the shot; and
Chapman, Uhlig, and star 440 Walt Tyler (26), the one and two
man Dunkelberg will be pitted mile.
against two of the top runners in
This season the Tigers have beatthe country in Tom Brazemore of en N. C. State, North Carolina,
Duke and Dave Scurlock of North Davidson, Purman, Tennessee and
Carolina. John beat Scurlock here lost to USC.
at Clemson earlier in the season,
This is one of Clemson's finest
but has never run against Braze- track teams and should bring back
more. The record is 48 seconds, many honors from the ACC meet.
Dunkelberg having run a 48 in the Coach Banks McPadden has done
440 and a 47.7 as the anchor man a magnificent job coaching this
on the relay team.
years team.
Wilbur
Simmons will get
a
chance to bring home laurels in
the low and high hurdles, as he
gets another chance to beat Don
Goodroe of South Carolina, the present record holder in the high hurdles, with a 14.4 time.
The Clemson Tigers strengthenPaul Snyder, who holds the school ed their claim to first place in the
record with a toss of more than Atlanta Coast Conference with a
214 feet this season, is almost a 15-11 victory over N. C. State last
sure bet to break the meet rec- Saturday in Raleigh.
ord of 208 feet 2 inches, along
The game, which proved to be
with teammate Bill Mathis. These a day for hitters, was clinched by
two Tigers have been running the Tigers in the seventh inning
one and two in every meet this when the Bengal batsmen broke
.year, and could repeat this feat a 11-11 tie. Three more insurance
'this weekend.
runs were added in the eighth innDoug Cline will try to win the ing.
discus medal for the Bengals.
Pitching ace, Harold Stowe,
Dave Tinsley will be running who came on in the sixth inning
against the toughest milers in the got credit for the win. This viccountry in Wayne Bishop of North tory ran Stowe's record to an
Carolina, Bill Latham of
South amazing 9-1 won-lost record.
Carolina, and Carry Weisiger of
Bailey Hendley, Larry Bagwell,
Duke. Weisiger has run this event Larry Wilson, Fred DeBerry and
in 4:13.
Zack Burnette all collected two
Dave Tinsley and Walt Tyler will hits in six appearances at the
encounter
Bishop
and Latham plate while shortstop Bub Spiers
again in two mile, all four of them batted .500 for the day with three
out for the record of 9:25.3.
hits in six at bats.
These are the only men that will
Summary of the game:
make the trip for Clemson.
Clemson
052 004 130—15
Several other ACC runners will N. C. State
250 004 000—11
be out for records. Dave
Sime, Winner-Stowe (9-1), Loser-Gilbert
world record-holding sprinter from (2-1)
Duke, will be entered in the 100
and 220 yard dashes. He shares
Lefthander
Harold
Stowe,
the record in the 100 at 9.3 and the Clemson's pitching star of the
220 at 20.
season, is the first Tiger pitcher
He also holds the conference re- to win as ma nyas nine games
cord and world record in the 220 in a seaso nsince 1947 when Joe
high hurdles at 22.2, but will com- Landrum and Joe Hazle had
pete in this event this year.
identical 11-2 marks in leading
In the shot put, Ed Cook
of Clemson to the national quarterMaryland and Dave Coates
of finals. In 1954 when the Tigers
South Carolina both have thrown won the ACC crown with Baltithe weight more than 54 feet, the more star Billy O'Dell on the
record being 52. The pole vault mound, the largest number of
record is 13 feet 7Y* inches. Con- wins was by O'Dell (8-3).

Tigs Topple State
And Keep ACC Lead

Varsity Baseball Statistics
HITTING
PLAYER, POS.

Bailey Hendley, p-of

»

Gus Abbott, nf

Thinclads
Bud Spiers, ss
Cop Second Clayton Lowder, c

At Clinton
Four records were set and one
tied last Saturday at the State
Intercollegiate Track Meet at Presbyterian College, as the Gamecocks of the University of South
Carolina
recaptured
the state
championship from Clemson.
South Carolina scored 57 points
to better second place Clemson by
seven points. The Citadel finished
third with 26 2-3 followed by Furman with 23 and Presbyterian with
7.
The Clemson relay team established a new state record. The
team made up of Robert Chapman, John Beason, Walt Uhlig and
John Dunkleburg topped the old
record of 3 minutes 22.3 seconds
with a sparkling 3:20.7.
Other first place winners for the
Tigers were Don Carver in the
high jump and Paul Snyder In the
javelin.
Bill Latham, outstanding runler for South Carolina set new state
records in the mile and two mile
runs. David Coates of U. S. C. also
set a new record in the shot put.
Buddy Mayfield tied the existing
record in the 440 run.
John Dunkleburg was the high
for the Tigers with %Y* points. He
had seconds in the 440 and 880
and fourth in the 220 in addition
to running a leg on the winning
mile relay team. Dunkleburg's loss
in the 440 marked the first time
this season that he has been bettered in the "once around run."
In the javelin throw, Paul Snyder's winning throw of 211 feet-3
inches was only three feet in the
state record.
In the 100 yard dash Marvin
Starr of Furman turned a winning
performance with a 10.2. In the
220 and 440 dashes, Mayfield of U.
S. C. was the winner with times
of 22 seconds and 48.5 seconds respectively.
In the mile run Dale Tinsley,
Leon Newman and Walt Tyler
placed second, third, and fourth
respectively behind Latham. Tinsley and Tyler were nlso second
and third in the two mile run.

Clemson's
current baseball
team has surpassed the 1957 edition
in
every
department.
Through 18 games the comparisons are • at bats 643-602; runs
139-70; hits 182-131; doubles 3215; triples 8-5; home runs 10-5;
total bases 260-171; runs batted
in 119-57; base on balls received
75-68; strike outs 113-109; assists 196-183; putouts 477-465;
errors 48-48.

Compliments

PETES NO. 5
Intersection Shockley Ferry Road and 29
By-Pass, Anderson, S. C.

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

R

H

TB

RBI

Bat Avg.

66

16

24

35

15

.364

.530

14

3

5

9

5

.357

.643

80

22

24

43

22

.300

.538

Slug Avg.

By MIKE COSTAS
The Clemson College Golf Team represented the college in the state tournament on April 25 and 26, and they
are to be congratulated on their very fine match.

Frosh Wins Two

Tigers Claw Blue Devils
For Ninth ACC Victory

NASIM

again passed up an opportunity to win the state meet. In
the number one singles match,
Sonny
Sumner
thoroughly
trounced the champion, Luft,
by a score of 6-0, 6-1. In the
number two match, Mohammed Nasim topped another one
of the tournaments favorites
Henry Blackwell, by a score of
6-0, 6-3.

AB

Golf Team Cops
Third Place

The tournament, which is named
after a former Clemson student after the first day of unusual bad
luck were Melvin Mattison, but he
2
10
3
3
1
.300
.300
who was killed in a car wreck, did do better the following day
was held at Hampton. The tourn- with a fine one over par. Kiett
Butch Coker, c ..
ament was named after Carr T. Hane, who can hit well, had his
67
13
20
27
15
.299
.403
Larisey, Junior who was killed the rough day on the first 18 and wai
summer of 1956. The people of depressed so badly that his gamt
Larry Bagwell, 3b
75
20
22
29
14
.293
, .387
Hampton give a team trophy to the was off on the last round.
winners, and it was this trophy that
Tate Bowers was hurt by the
Clemson was defending as State
Zack Burnette, 2b
53
13
15
16
3
.283
.302
closeness of the out of bounds on
Champions from last year.
the ieft when he hooked and lost
This year the champions were ten strokes to the penalty tally.
Fred DeBerry, lb .
72
12
20
24
12
.278
.333
the members of the Furman Uni- Toddy Crittenden of the Tigers
versity team who took the tourna- has been playing soma very fine
ment with a final team tally of
69
Doug Hoffman, of
18
18
28
9
.261
.406
golf this year, but his game was
593. Clemson was the third team off for the tournament, and he had
with a thirtee nstroke lacking some trouble.
Bobby Norris, 2b
8
2
2
2
2
.250
.250
to give them 606 for the match.
Playing in his first tournament
The team was hurt by the and making a very fine showing
abundance
of
penalty
strokesLarry Wilson, of
69
8
17
20
11
.246
.290
was Dick Yeary.
placing the ball in bounds after it
The Tiger golfers have played
has been in an out-of-bounds terF.d T.akpy, p
17
6
4
8
2
.235
.471
ritory. Almost every team member some very fine matches this year,
was plauged with a penalty stroke but some of the members ran inat one time in the tournament, and to trouble and had an off day at
9
Leon McDonald, p
1
2
4
.222
.444
3
the team finished with twenty-six
the tournament. Tomorrow and
strokes for penalties.
Saturday the Tigers will be at
34
Others
3
6
12
5
.176
.353
One man from Furman took
Winston-Salem to compete in the
twelve strokes on a par five hole,
A. C. C. Tournament.
CLEMSON TOTALS
643
139
182 260
119
.283
.404
so several of the teams in the
The Bengals will meet in tough
tournament, besides the Tigers, competition on the Wake Forest
were hurt by the penalties.
OPPONENT TOTALS
625
golf course. Duke and Maryland
77
147
L98
63
.235
.317
Four of Clemson's team members have had a fine season and will be
finished the tournament in the ready for any Tiger tactics. The
twelve low scorers for the tourna- University of North Carolina, who
PITCHING RECORD
ment. Mac Long was low for the is the runner-up for last year and
IP
H R ER SO BB W L Pet. ERA Tigers with a final of 148 for the has plenty of depth, will prove to
NAME, THROWS
thirty-six holes. At the end of the be a tough opponent, and Wake
53 2/3
15
11
7
18
14 1 0
Bailey Hendley (R)
1.000 2.57 first day he was the third low man Forest can not be over looked.
in the tournament with a tally of
72, and the following day he finish24 15
71 1/3 63
66 20 9 1
Harold Stowe (L) .
.900
1.89 ed ten strokes behind the leader—
Heyward Sullivan, who finished
4?. 2/3 43 23 19 34 16 4 2
Ed Lakpy (R)
.667 4.01 with a low of 138 for the Furman Last Thursday, a day sandwiched
team.
in between the rains, the Clemson
10 1/3
12
5 4
5
5 0 0
.000 3.48 The Bengals have rescheduled a Cubs twice defeated the North
Leon McDonald (R)
match with Furman at Boscobel Greenville Jr. College nine by
for May 14, and they are going to scores of 10-9 and 9-1.
10
12 10
4
6 0 1
13
.000 9.00 be ready for this match to show
Teak Edgeworth (R) .
In the first game, centerfielder
the ne* S. C. State Champions Charles Eubanks banged out a
2
1
1
1
1
1 0 0
.000 9.00 what could have happened at the bases loaded single in the bottom
Jack Gardner (L)
tournament.
of the seventh to give relief hurUhler and Warren tied for the ler Burt Wood the victory.
159
147 77 56 128 63 14 4
.778 3.17 next low for the Bengal golfers
CLEMSON TOTALS
In the night cap of the twin
with 151 for the 36 holes. These
bill, righthander Jim Holler
.222 5.57 two members of the team played limited the Greenville boys to
182 139 96 113
75 4 14
155
OPPONENT TOTALS _
steady golf with very few flaws
two hits to chalk up a 9-1 win
to mar their game. The followShortstop Richard Ivester hit a
ing team member was Ford Verhome run and first baseman Tydery, who was playing as an inrone Cline had a single, a double,
dividual, and he ended the and a triple for the day to cop
tournament with a final of 152 hitting honors for the Cubs.
to finish in the twelve leaders.
Some of the other team mem- The earned run average of the
bers
of the Bengal golfers who Clemson pitching staff is 3.17 as"
The Bengal baseballers, blasting out a big 8-1 victory
were unable to get the ball rolling compare to 4.35 in 1957.
honors
of
the
game
as
he
belted
over the Duke Blue Devils, struck a decisive blow in their
drive toward the Atlantic Coast Conference title last four hits out of five trips. Spiers
Ivy Wash Trousers — Bermuda Shorts
for the Tigers as each collected
Thursday.
and Coker were also big guns
Short Sleeve Shirts
The Tigs southpaw pitching
sixth when Duke scored their three hits.
ace, Harold Stowe, picked up
lone run.
CLEMSON
210 410 000—8
his eighth victory of the seaHendley, one of the conferen
000 001 000—1
son as the Bengals boosted ce's top hitters, took the batting DUKE
their record to 9-2. North
Carolina losing to Wake Forest, fell back behind the Tigs
with a 6-2 record. Duke is
presently third with a 6-3
record.
The Tigs opened up in the first
inning to get a winning margin
as they scored two runs on one
Steel blades flashing
triple and three singles. For the
mm
On the rolling plainl
whole game Clemson raked three
Duke hurlers for a total of nineThreshers marching
teen hits, as every Tiger got at
Through the golden grafn.
least one hit.
Out where the crop is high,
Stowe, in control all the way,
You'll
find a man
pitched one of his best games
Stops to take big pleasure
Duke batters, he limited the
of the season. By fanning ten
When and where he can... >s i
Blue Devils to only four hits.
He encountered trouble in
only one inning, that being the

In the hurdles events Wilbur
Simmons of Clemson was second
in the high hurdles and third in
the low hurdles. Don Goodroe of
U. S. C. was the winner of both
hurdles.
In the jumping events, Bob
Swofford of Clemson tied for second in the high Jump. In the pole
vault won by Snipes of U. S. C.
and Van Trump of the Citadel,
Carver tied for third.
Doug Cline won a third place in
the discus throw which was won
by Davis of The Citadel. Bill Mathis placed second in the javelin.
At the close of the meet. Dr.
Walter Johnson, Athletic director
of Presbyterian College, made an
announcement that the 1959 state
meet will be held at the new track
at the University of South CaroThe Tiger tennis team added more woes to their wor- lina. For 31 years this meet has
been held at P. C. The meet will
ries as they became edged 5-4 by the University of South be rotated among the participatCarolina last Saturday.
The match, supposedly to be ing state schools each year.
played in Tiger Town Friday, was again rescheduled, as
it had already been changed twice before in the regular
Recent athletes at Clemson
season, and was played on the "asphalt jungle" at Carolina. who have become popas are
Missing their number three
baseballer Larry Bagwell and
Results:
player, Lanier Bryant, the rackebasketballer Dave Wallace.
teers dropped all four of the
Sonny Sumner d. Bob Luft 6-0,
latter singles matches and one 6-1.
doubles match. Thus far in the
Mohammed Nasim d. Henry
season, the Bengals have com(Continued from page 8)
piled a won 2 and lost 5 record. Blackwell 6-0, 6-3.
Tom Adams d. William Cooper ing, hopes to obtain an education here in the United
Before going into the match,
the Gamecocks had captured the 6-0, 6-4.
States and then return to serve his native land.
South Carolina State Collegiate
Earle Gregory d. Terry Wise
Mohammed, being a highly rated player, is interested
Tennis Tournament held at
4-6, 6-2, 6-3.
Presbyterian College. The meet
Freddy Spreul d. Bobby Lynn in tennis during the future. This being his first appearmore or less was strictly an af6-0, 6-4.
ance in the country, "Mo" would like to play in several
air between Wofford, Furman,
Bob Dotson d. Tony Vickers
rtfewberry, and South Carolina,
6-4, 6-3.
of the American tournaments. He has not played against
as the Gamecocks Bob Luft
Nasim-Wise d. Luft-Gregory
many American players, while being confined to Europe.
turned away all of his contend- 6-3, 5-7, 7-5.
ers to take the singles title.
Sumner-Cooper
d. Adams- So far this season Nasim has been a key man in the
From the results of the past Spreull 6-4, 2-6, 6-3.
match, despite the loss, it apDotson-Blackwell d. Lynn- Tiger lineup, holding an individual record of won 8,
lost 1. His lone defeat came to Jackson Yang of Maryland.
pears that the Bengals once Vickers 6-2, 6-4.

Bengal Tennis Team
Loses To Gamecocks
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JUDGE KELLER - - CLEMSON, S. (.
MEN OF AMERICA:
THE

wmm

CHESTERFIELD

Live-action shot—
Washington wheat fields

In the oncoming conference tournament, the Bengals
hope of bringing back any titles to Tiger land will lie on
these two players. Both will definitely be high contenders in the tourney and will even be stronger as a
doubles team.

The Southerner
REBEL ROOM

Private Party Menu
All you can eat for $2.00 per person
Cat Fish
Fried Chicken
Fried Cured Ham
Chicken Pie
Brunswick Stew

Green Bean*
Macaroni & Cheese
Vegetable Slaw
Coffee
Strawberry Short Cake

Farm Implements — Sporting Goods

TELEPHONE GR 3-7034

Serving This Section Since 1895

4 Miles East of Easley on Route 123

© liggetl & Myerj Tobacco Co.

Nothing satisfies like the
BIG CLEAN TASTE OF T0P-T0BAGC0

REGULAR
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"
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BAGWELL SLIDES BACK IN

Diainonders Meet USC Friday Night
Tigertown Nine Plays
First Game Under Lights
By TOM GLENN
Friday night at eight o'clock the Clemson Tigers will
conclude the regularly scheduled baseball season at the
University of South Carolina. A victory over the Gamecocks will give the Bengals a clean sweep of a two game
series between the two rival schools. Clemson won the
first game by a score of 5-3.

Larry Bagwell, Tiger third sacker, is shown sliding back in to
first base after an attempted pick off play in the Wake Forest
game at Winston-Salem. Deacon first sacker is Jack Philips.
The Tigers went on to lose their second conference game 5-4
on a pinch-hit single in the last of the seventh scoring the same
Jack Phillips.

Intramural Roundup
The intramural golf tournament has gotten off to a
start with a total of some twenty-five entries. Each entrant will be required to pay fifty cents to play on the
Boscobel course. Members of the golf team are not eligible, and no more entries can be accepted.
Contenders in the tournament should pick up their
score cards from Coach Wilhelms office and play their
match at Boscobel, afterwards turning their score cards
back in. Two people have played their round with the
lowest score going to Mike Dukes with an 81. The lowest
scorer will be declared winner of the tournament.
The Intramural Double Elimination Softball Championship, played whenever the rain permits, is finally
approaching the final rounds. Three teams, the Vets,
Low Staters, and New Epsilon are presently undefeated
in the tourney. However, the latter two are tied 10-10
at the end of the fifth and will finish when the weather
is clear.
The operation of the tourney is fairly simple.
There are two brackets, that of the winners and that
of the losers. In the winners bracket the winner of
the game continues in that bracket until he is defeated. After losing in the winners bracket, the team
will drop to the losers rack. Here the team will play
against the winner of the losers of the preceding
game. After losing twice a team is eliminated from
the tourney. Thus the winner of the losers will play
the winner of the winners to determine the intramural champion.
If the winner of the top bracket wins the final game,
the tourney will be over. However, if the winner of the
losers wins a game in the playoff another will have to be
played, thus causing one of the teams to lose two games.
Thus far, the Vets are the furtherest along in the
tourney and need only one more victory to reach the
finals. The winner of the New Epsilon-Low Staters
game will go against the Vets to decide the top
bracket.
In the losers bracket the winner of the PennsylvaniaGreenwood game will play the loser of the winners bracket. Key Club and Bugs will also play in the losers rack,
and the survivors will continue to eliminate each other.
The finals, which had hoped to be played Tuesday will
now be scheduled around Wednesday or Thursday.
Results of latest games:
WINNERS BRACKET:
Vets defeated Bugs 7-2.
LOSERS BRACKET:
Pennsylvania defeated Rock Hill 13-6.
Greenwood defeated 7th & 8th Barracks 9-8.

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick Bibler

ED BRINKLEY
GETS PRO TRY
Tiger forward Ed Brinkley has
been offered a tryout, which he
will accept this next season, with
the Minneapolis Lakers.

Shortstop—Bud Spiers (.300)
Third base—Larry Bagwell (.293)
Coach Press Maravich has
Left field—Larry Wilson (.246)
Center field — Doug Hoffman more than once said that Ed is
one of the most consistent play(.261)
Right field — Bailey Hendley ers and would make a good pro
(.364)
player. "Brink" is also one of
Catcher—Butch Coker (.299)
the
fastest and most deceptive
Pitcher—Ed Lakey (4-2)
Leading the Tigers at the
players on the team for his size.
South Carolina:
close game with the University
plate will be outfielder Bailey
Ed has one of the keenest eyes
of North Carolina in which the First base—Dick Theusen
Hendley with a batting averin the court game, as he hit on
Tar Heels edged out the Tigers Second base—Pete Stokes
Shortstop—Bunky Shore
.416 per cent of his shots in average of .364, shortstop Bud
by a score of 2-1.
Third base—Ken Rosefield
aging almost 10 points per game
Probable starting lineup for
Spiers with an average of .300,
Left field—Carroll Norrell
over his three year span here at
catcher Butch Coker with .299, the Tigers and the Gamecocks: Center field—Buddy Nidiffer
Clemson.
Clemson:
Right field—Dave Ketchum
and third baseman Larry BagHe also set a career free throw
First base—Fred DeBerry (.278) Catcher—Ward Fisher
well with .293.
Second base — Zack Burnette Pitcher—Leon Norton
average of 76.3.
The Gamecocks will bank their
(.283)
hitting hopes on center-fielder
Buddy Nidiffer, who hit two
hcme-runs against the Tigers
Air Conditioning—temperatures made to order. Get a demonstration!
earlier this season.
The Tigers, who have scored
139 runs this season and limited
their opposition to only 77, will
enter the Carolina game with an
overall record of 14 wins and 4
losses. Their 10-2 conference
record is good enough to give
the Tigers a definite claim to
first place in the A.C.C. However, Clemson has one more
game to play with Duke, which
was rained out earlier in the
season. There is also a game with
Georgia Tech to be played at a
future date.
Harold Stowe, junior pitching ace of the Tiger mound
to tie the conference record of
ten wins. His present record
is nine wins and one loss,
which includes a victory over
the University of South Carolina. Stowe's only loss was a

Furman Game
Rescheduled
And the rains came. That was the
story for the Furman-Clemson
game scheduled for last Tuesday
here in Tigertown.
About two hours before the game,
the skys had partially cleared and
it seemed as if the game would be
able to be played. The field had
been burned dry with gasoline
earlier in the day, after an early
morning shower.
But at two, the clouds came
back, and a thunderstorm sent the
players scurrying back to the
dressing rooms.
The game has been tentatively
rescheduled for four this afternoon.

Clemson Theatre
(Tilt Country Gentlemen'! Theatre)

BASEBALL
May 9, Friday—South Carolina at Columbia
TRACK
May 9 &10 , Fri. & Sat..—ACC Meet at Durham
GOLF
May 9 & 10, Fri. & Sat.—ACC Meet at Winston-Salem
TENNIS
May 9 & 10, Fri. & Sat.—ACC Meet at Chapel Hill
Two-Way Radio
Communications Equipment

Professional Electronics Maintenance

Phone 5012
332 College Avenue
Clemson, S. C.
Technicians Licensed By Communications

TIGERS SIGN
PENNSTAR
Lonnie Armstrong, a 6-0, 215pound center of Eddystone, Pa., has
signed a football grant-in-aid to
Clemson, according to athletic director Frank Howard.
Young Armstrong is following in
his dad's footsteps in coming to
Clemson. Tiger supporters will remember William R. (Junior) Armstrong as a football and track star
in the early 30's. The elder Armstrong is a native of Honea Path.

They're Full-Size Chevies

A COMPLETE CHOICE OF

ENGIN

The handsome silver cup was
presented to Hoffman at the fraternity's supper meeting during
the Olin Foundation visit to the
campus some weeks ago.

Blue Key selects the recipient
of the reward from athletes who
are considered outstanding by the
coaching staff at the college. The
four major sports, baseball, basketball, football, and track, are the
sports considered in this selection.

Commission.

No skimping in seat width, legroom, wheelbase—Delray give«
you every generous dimension
offered by any Chevrolet.

Doug Hoffman, Tiger double
threat man from Gastonia, North
Carolina, was named by Blue Key
as this year's most outstanding
athlete at Clemson. Hoffman is
active in both basketball and baseball.

Hoffman lettered last year as a
sophomore in two sports, and is
currently engaged in drawing his
second letter of this year as he
is the regular centerfielder for
the conference leading Tiger baseballers.

TV-Auto
High Fidelity

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY

As TOD Athlete

Block "C" Visits Shriners
On Friday of last week members
of the Block "C" Club went over
to the Shriners Hospital in Greenville to pay their annual visit to
the patients.
This year's new president Dick
Yeary introduced the Block "C"
members to the children. Those
Members there were Yeary, Dutch
Shample, "Hap" Stover, John
Gridijan, Joe Pilot, Bill Thomas,
and Mike Costas.
The members showed the RiceClemson game of last year's football season and gave candy bars
to those present. While the movie
was being shown the club members
circulated around and explained
what was going on to the children.
The members that went were
deeply impressed by the children
and will always be glad that they
went. It was something to make
a person think to see those small
children who thrill in walking the

The Tigers This Week

You can order a Delray with Chevy'*
top Fuel Injection V8 if you like—or
get any one of the five V8's or the
'Blue-Flame Six!

The beautiful Delray 2-Door Sedon, one of three bvdget-pciced Delray models.

Chevrolet's dollar-stretching DELRAY
YOU JUST CAN'T TIE THIS BUY!
Here's surefire proof Chevrolet always knows how to give you more for
your money—from longer, newer, lovelier bodies to a wider range of
engines, transmissions and suspension systems. The more you look
the more you'll find to like in Delray—THE LOWEST PRICED
OF ALL THE LOW-PRICED CHEVROLETSI
Chevy doesn't have any "smaller"
models. The big, beautiful Chevrolet
Delray is just as long, just as wide, just
as softly sprung on the same 117-inch
wheelbase as the luxurious Bel Air
models. Like every other Chevrolet,
it has the extra solidity and quality of
Body by Fisher. There's no stinting
on optional equipment, either. You

can get anything from Fuel Injection *
to Level Air* ride, any Chevrolet
transmission, any Chevrolet engine,
just as you choose. Take a long, long
look at this one next time you drop in
at your Chevrolet dealership—because
the more you demand for your money
the surer it is you'll decide on Delray!
*Optional at extra cost.

UNIQUE
Full Coil Suspension
Deiray's standard suspension system
puts a cloud-soft coil spring at each
wheel, blends this with the beautiful
roadability of four-link rear control arms!

and Delray is the only
car in its class with the extra
rigidity of an all-new Safety-Girder
frame, the extra clarity of Safety
Plate Glass all the way around, the
extra convenience of crankoperated vent windows!

CHEVROLET
Drive with care... everywhere!

first time. It was easy to see that
the Block "C" members were the
ones who received a blessing for
going.
Athletes celebrating birthdays
during the month of May are
footballers Carroll Herr May 8
(19) and Terry Eberhart May 16
(21) and basketball center Wally Gibbons May 31 (20).

See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for quick appraisal—prompt delivery!
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WITH THE HELP OF THIS TINY, SPARKLING FILTER

You Can Guide a Rocket Across Half a World!

//

THAT'S WHY I SMOKE VICEROYS
VICEROY GIVES YOU THE
MAXIMUM FILTRATION FOR THE
SMOOTHEST SMOKE!
MAXIMUM
FILTRATION..'
SMOOTHEST SMOKE
-THATSFORME!

Clemson, South Carolina

PHONE 6011
THURSDAY

"The Female
Animal"
with
Jan Sterling - George Nader

^mtmlmfc^Mcxm OF KESHMAN mnmou
when in anderson

visit the | Pwn campus shop
on the second floor
complete ivy clothing for the college man.
rent your formal attire from us for the
junior-senior dance

FRI. - SAT.

'Paris Holiday'
with
Bob Hope — Anita Ekberg
MON. - TUES.

'The Sheepman'
with
Glenn Ford - Shirley MacLane

phillips-walters-hillman
104 north main street

anderson, s. c.

"register for the free shirt of the week"

WED. - THURS.

'Teacher's Pet'
with
Clark Gable - Doris Day

CRUSH-PROOF FLIP-OPEN BOX'
OR FAMOUS FAMILIAR PACK;]

